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PREFAGS 
The object of this study is to present a contrastive 
study of the segmental phonemes of Arabic and English. It 
is an attempt to point out the similar and different sounds 
in both the languages on the one hand and to show how they 
function in these languages on tho other. Such contrastive 
studies have been made by a number of scholars in western 
countries and they are expected to be of help to foreign 
language teachers who can in the light of such comparison 
solve the problems of the foreign language learners. The 
teacher can pay more attention to areas which are difficult 
for students, particularly in improving their pronunciation 
and avoid interference of the native language. Thus the role 
of contrastive studies of the target language and the mother 
tongue has become very significant these days. I am aware of 
the limitations of the present study and take full responsi-
bility for any mistake and deficiencies, that may come to 
the notice of any one who reads it. 
My thanks are due to Dr. Abdul Gaffar Shakeel ray 
Supervisor who took pains to supervise my work at several 
stages of its progress and gave valuable suggestions. My 
thanks are also due to Professor Abdul Azim, Chainran, 
Department of Linguistics, Aligarh hiuslim University,Aligarh 
who encouraged me and helped in seeking admission. I am also 
thankful to my teachers Dr.I,H.Khan and Dr.Mirza Khalil Beg, 
of the Department of Linguistics, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh and Mr, Najeebul Hassan of/Seminar Library. 
I would also like to thank Dr. Abdul Kadir Mohammad 
Sa*ad-al-Bettar Professor of English, College of Arts,Baghdad 
University and Professor Khalil-I-Al Hamash the General 
Director of the External Cultural affairs in the Ministry of 
Education - Baghdad - Iraq t^ h^o inspired me greatly to take up 
this work and helped in finding the source material for research, 
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1 . IIJTRODUCTIOI-j 
^ - 1'he P r o b l e m : 
N a t i v e s p e a k e r s o f A r a b i c v/ho vrish t o l e a r n 
E n g l i s h v/hich i s a F o r e i g n Lanc,aiage t o them f a c e many 
L inga i r / ' c i c p r o b l e m s such a s of p r o n u n c i a t i o n , u s e of 
g r a m m a t i c a l forms and a r r a n g e m e n t of words i n o r d e r t o 
make a c c e p t a b l e and m e a n i n g f u l s e n t e n c e s . They v e r y 
o f t e n f a i l t o u n d e r s t a n d m^uch of t h e s p e e c h of t h e 
n a t i v e s p e a k e r s of E n g l i s h a t v a r i o u s l e v e l s of theiJP ' 
l e a r n i n g E n g l i s h , i n s p i t e of t h e f a c t t h a t t h e y s t u d i e d 
i t f o r many y e a r s . I t i s a w e l l known f a c t t h a t a l a r g e 
num.ber of n a t i v e s p e a k e r s of A r a b i c v/ho h a v e l e a r n e d 
E n g l i s l i a s a : | o r e i g n l a n g u a g e , speak E n g l i s h v/ i th an 
A r a b i c a c c e n t , by b r i n g i n g i n t h e p h o n o l o c d c a l f e a t u r e s 
and speech h a b i t s of t h e i r ovm l a n g u a g e and t h u s t r a n s -
f e r t h e n a t i v e lancjuaae p h o n o l o g i c a l p a t t e r n s t o t h e 
^oreicjn L a n g u a g e , A t t e m p t s made t o o v e r come t h e s e 
d i f ; ^ i c u l t i e s and problemis i n l e a r n i n g ISngiish have n o t 
been f r u i t f u l a s t h e s e w e r e n o t t i n g u i s t i c and s c i e n t i f i c , 
The I ' o r e i g n Language t e a c h e r can h e l p t h e 
foreif jn lancojage l e a r n e r s i n i m p r o v i n g t h e i r p r o n u n c i a t i o n 
and removing t h e d i f f i c u l t i e s of v a r i o u s t^n^es, i f 
- 6 -
contras t !ve anal37ses of the Linguistics.^ St ructure of 
the mother tongue and the foreign language are made 
avai lab le to him. He ]cnov/s not only the s t ruc tu ra l 
differences of both the languages^ but also he v/ill be 
av/are of the differences in "che phonological and gramra-
a t i c a l s t ruc tu re and other areas of d i f f i c u l t y . lie 
v/ill pay more a t t en t ion and much time on teaching the 
problemotic sounds and grammatical formtS of the foreicrn 
language and v/ill not spend the same amount of at-cention 
and tint.e on structui-es s imi lar in both the languages. 
This aimi can be acheived through cont ras t ive l i n c u i s t i c s , 
Contra stive Analvsis_; 
Contrastive analysis i s a major concern of 
'Applied Lincruisties ' , I t i s a method of Linguis t ic ana-
l y s i s v/hicii shov/s the s i m i l a r i t i e s and di;:ferences bet-
v/een tv/o or more lancaiages v-zith the aim. of finding Prin-
c ip les vrhich can be applied to p r ac t i c a l problems in 
lan&xiagc, teaching and t r a n s l a t i o n , Contrast ive analy-
s i s i s p a r t i c u l a r l y a f i e ld of i n t e r e s t to language 
teachers \7ho teach foreign languages, 
Contrast ive l i n g u i s t i c s compares languages a l -
ready learned v/ith nev/ foreicrn lancruaaes to be learned 
and thj/s helps ^ the language,- teacher in developing 
iKs-rucClonal s t r a t eg i c s in p red ic t ing d i f f i c u l t i e s and 
e r ro r s in learning a foreign language. 
Learning a foreign language i s acguairing of 
an a b i l i t y to ez-qpress oneself in d i f fe ren t sounds 
(phonemes) , and dif j_erent v/ords and d i f fe ren t v/ays of 
combining words in order to make meaningful sentences 
through the use of a d i f f e ren t grejnmar. This d i f fe ren t 
grcxainar i s not the same as the grammar of the m.otter 
tongaie of 'che language l ea rne r . Any sounds, v/ords, or 
items of grexfuMar of the foreign language m.ay or may not 
have counter loarts in the na t ive language and these 
counter pa r t s may iiave meanings or contents , v/hich are 
sSimdlar to or considerably d i f f e r en t from those of che 
OL-her language, 
Contrastive analys is involves tv/o s teps : 
(a) Description and 
(b) GomTp a r i sen . 
Description m.eans the descr ip t ion of the 
l i n q u i s t i c s t ruc tu re of the sour'ce language (mother 
tongrue) and tiie t a rge t language ( "che foreictn lancjuage) , 
on various l e v e l s namely, phonological, morr.>hological. 
- 8 -
syntactic and lexical. 
Comparison means the comparison of the tv/o 
lancruages for finding out similarities and differences 
QIR all levels of the language. 
The minimum requirement of parallel description 
is that the two languages be described through the s§me 
model of description, 
English and Arabic are two languages that 
differ in their phonological, morphological, syntactic 
and lexical systems. These levels may be undertaken 
separately or in all depending upon the aims and scope 
of the contrastive analysis. 
The purpose of this monograph is to present a 
contrastive study of the segmental phonemes of English 
and Arabic languages. Before under taking a contrasti\'e 
study of the segmental phonemes of these tv/o languages, 
it is necessary to point out the variety or dialect of 
each language v/hich has been selected for the discussion 
and deseription in the present study. Both English and 
Arabic are and have been in use since many centuries and 
as a:Y-€sult of their wide geographical distribution and 
•usage among d i f fe ren t social c l a s se s . Both English and 
Arabic have several v a r i e t i e s commonly known as d i a l e c t s . 
A p a r t from the geographical d i s t r i b u t i o n of the d i a l e -
c t s of thi^se two great languages of the world, the va r i -
at ion in speech of the social c lasses i s being studied 
under a seperates d i s c ip l i ne cal led Soc io l ingu i s t i c s . 
The English Language: 
The d i a l e c t s of English can be systematical ly 
c l a s s i f i ed and described by ident i fy ing each v a r i e t y ' s 
parameters of time, space, socia l groups and cu l tu re . 
C lass i f i ca t ion iof English in to OLD, MIDDLe, 
amd MODERl^J or Elizabethean, Shakespearean, Victorian 
vari( j t ies r e fe r to the pejriods of English Linguist ic-Cul-
tu ra l histor^i^, Br i t i sh English, American English, Cana-
dian English, ;:Xrish, Scot t i sh , Austral ian, ,,sAfrica!Jn and 
Arabian English are var i f i t ies on the basis of na t iona l i ty 
or geographj-cal regions . We also hear of Br i t i sh stan-
dard English or received pronunciat ion, American stand* 
ard English e t c . 
The term " standard English" r e f e r s t o ' iSie 
va r i e ty of English usual ly used by the soc ia l ly influen-
_ 10 -
tial section of society in Southern Britain^ and hence 
a "prestige" variety for the majority of educated native 
speakers and foreign learners. This variety is the one 
upon which most research has been done, and it is the 
basis of the majority of English text-books . The term 
"standafd English (in reference tov/ard usage and gramma-
tical forms) and " Received pronunciation" (in reference 
to speech sound) are generally used to indicate a way of 
using English v/hich conforms to the natural acquired 
habits of educated people whose speech gives no indicat-
ion of their regional origins""^, 
British English and -^erican English exhibit 
differences in pronunciation and in the usefof certain 
grammatical and lexical forms, phoneticians and ling-
uists are and have been interested in the study of t?ie 
pronunciation of English in different regions of England 
and America, J.S. Kenyon writes that • 
'Probably no intelligent person actually ex;-
pects cultivated people in the South- "^e East and the 
3 
West to pronounce a like". 
American English has three main dialects 
namely, the New England dialect, the Southern dialect 
- 11 -
and General American, meaning the dialect of all the 
4 
rest of the country". All these three varieties shov/ 
certain characteristic linguistic features particularly 
with regard to pronunciation and intonation. In the 
present study General American is chosen because it is 
the kind of language which is generally adopted by Ameri-
cans in education, broad cast, television programmes and 
formal occasions, such as public speaking, lectures etc. 
Secondly, General American English has wide 
intelligibility all over the United States of America 
among its speakers from one part of the country to the 
other and the throughness of the description of it avai-
lable in books, magazines and other printed v;orks. 
At present useful and detail information about 
General American English is available in such books as 
" An outline of gnglish structure " by Trager and Smith 
(1957), 'phonetics of American English' by Thomes C.K. 
(1958), 'American pronunciation' by Kenyon J.S. (1958), 
' Applied phonetics ' by v/ise. C.M. Xl982i, British and 
American 'English by peter strevens (1972), American Eng-
lish by Mbert H. Marchwardt (19 58), The structure of 
American English v;,Nelson Francis (1958), Data for the 
- 12 
segmental phonemes of English is available in these 
books, Tarager and Smith's boo_k ^ serves as a best^ book 
for any one working on the phonological system of Ame-
rican English, 
For describing the segmental phonemes of 
English data has been collected mostly from the works 
of these linguists and also other books and articles 
relevent for the piArpose, 
The Arabic Language: 
"The term 'Arabic* is applied to a number of 
speech forms which, inspite of many and some times 
substantial mutual differences, possess sufficient homo-
geneity to v/arrant their being reckoned as dialectal va-
5 
rieties of a single language", 
Arabic belongs to the semetic family of 
languages as English belongs to the Indo-European family 
of languages. 
Since the beginning of Islam Arabic has spread 
v/idely in many countries. Besides Saudi Arabia, it is 
13 -
the official language of Iraq, Kuvmit, Syria, Libya, 
Tunis, Algeria, Sudan, Egypt, Lebnan and Jordan, Arabic 
is to some extent familiar through out the Muslim World 
as the language of Quran and Islamic teachings. Arabic 
from the beginning of Islam and spread of Quranic teach-. 
ings continues to be a living language. Like English 
it is also in use over a vast area. The accompanying ;.\ 
map._, world shov/s the spread of Arabic ( ) in 
w 
t h e Arab cofcLtries mentioned above. ^The Arab World ) -
A. ^ 
Arabic too, as English has several v a r i e t i e s or d i a l e c t s 
v/hich are the r e s u l t of i t s geographical d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Other factors l i k e s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l ; Socio-economic and 
influence of the neighbouning languages have played a 
s ign i f i can t r o l e in d i s turb ing the homogeneity of the 
Arabic language. But a l l the speakers of Arabic as-
p i r e to approxi-mate the language of the Quran, This 
contr ibutes tov/ards the codi f ica t ion of Arabic in i t s 
sound system and s t ruc tu r e . 
There i s , on the one hand, ' c l a s s i c a l Arabic'• 
described as "standard", " l i t e r a r y " "wri t ten" and "forrnal"-
v;hich maintains a high degree of uniformity and fuctions 
as the o f f i c i a l standard language in a l l Arab count r ies . 
I t i s used in formal s i t ua t i ons which include, among 
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o the r s , p o l i t i c a l spefflCicSS/ sermons, l e c t u r e s , news 
broadcast , conferences, d iscuss ions and most v;ritten v/ork 
in the form of books, journa l s , magazines l e t t e r wri t ing, 
documents and text-books used in schools and colleges-* 
The Arabic used in a l l these net v/orks i s in essen t ia l 
t ha t of the Quran; the main difference i s the la rge new 
vocabulary mostly from English due to modern education, 
science, teachnology and in t e rna t iona l soc io -po l i t i ca l 
r e l a t i o n s , Arabic i s one of the recognised in te rna t iona l 
languages of UNESCX). 
spoken Arabic or col loquia l Arabic, on the 
other hand, i s the actual language of every day, mainly 
spoken, though occasionally v;rit ten and i t va r i e s not 
ohly from one Arab t e r r i t o r y to another, but also from 
one area to another within each t e r r i t o r y . 
However there i s in each case a standard or 
semi-standard col loquial based on the d i a l e c t of the 
cap i ta l c i t y , spoken Arabic i s usual ly divided in to 
five regional types:° 
(1) A r a b i a n ) 
) 
(2) IR^\QI ) i n A s i a 
) 
(3) Syro-palest inian ) 
(4) Eg:iT?tian ) 
) i n A f r i c a 
(5) M a g h r i b i ) 
- 15 -
Unlike any other l i n g u i s t i c t r a d i t i o n known 
to us , Arabic cont±nues to be a l i v ing language which 
has not undergone s ign i f i can t phonological or grammatical 
(morphological and syntactic) changes in i t s l i t e r a r y 
fartm, although a number of l i n g u i s t i c a l l y definable 
d i a l e c t s have developed a l l over the Arab countries. .Due 
to i t s sacredness the l i t e r a r y - c l a s s i c a l form of Arabic, 
even to day remains phonologically and s t r u c t u r a l l y 
s imi lar to t h a t of the language i}f the Quran, 
InfluCTice of Arabic on other languages. 
IT.y. Yushinanov (1896 - 1946) an eminent Russian 
l i n g u i s t and seraetics scholar has \'\rritten the best s t ruc-
t u r a l sketch of the Arabic Language current ly in ex i s t -
ence. Referring to the influence of the Arabic language 
on the other languages he w r i t e s : 
'Spreading in the v/ake of the expansion of 
Islam, Arabic excercised a strong influence upon other 
languages. Non-Arab Muslims, eg, Pers ians , Turkish 
peoples , Indians , Malayans, Negro peoples did and do use 
the Arabic s c r i p t in wr i t ing t h e i r own languages, and 
use a vast num.ber of Arabic v/ords which are further 
passed on to t h e i r neighbours. 
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Some non-Arab groups assimilated Arabic v/ith 
out embracing Islam and used their ov/n scripts in v/ri-
ting Arabic, Jews using the Hebrev/ alphabet. The Ara-
maic Christian group using the so called Karshuni Syriac 
script. Elsewhere, C.I, on the Mediteranian island 
of pontellenia and in the Balearic islands, Romance 
idiom shov7s a strong admixture of Arabic elements vrith 
the conquest of Spain by the Arabs a maltitude of Arabic 
v/ords infiltrated not merely European but universal , 
usage, A few examples may be quoted here: admiral, 
arrack, arsenal, algebra, alkali, alchol, amber, cipher, 
hashish. Late, magazine, mask, matress, nadir, soffron, 
syrup, tale, tariff. The neimes of stars etc. In 
addition, many Arabic V7ords connected with the history 
and core of the orient have v/on wider recognition, e,g, 
adat, Allah, Bedouin, emir, harem. Imam, cadi, kismet, 
Quran, MamJuke, Majlis, madrasah. Mosque, minaret, mufti, 
halve, caliph, 
7 
Sharia, sheik, sherbet, vizier, etc. 
Phon61*10 and Phqnemac antllysis; 
The first problem that confronts the student 
in his effortto aacquire a speakings-knov/1 edge of a 
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modem foreign language is its pronunciation. Before 
he can begin to learn any part of the gramnar or to 
assemble the most elementary vocabulary, he must be 
able to recognize the sounds of the language as uttered 
by native speakers and must be able to produce them him-
self in such av/ay that natives v;ill understand him. 
This goal can be achieved through training in 
phonetics and knowledge of phonemics of the language 
concerred. 
Phonetics is the scientific study of the 
speech sounds. It tells us about the structure and 
mechanism of speech sounds and their functior.. In other 
words it explains how the different sjieech sounds of a 
language are produced or articulated and what are the 
various points or places of articulation, V'/hat speech 
organs are involved in the production of speech sounds 
etc. Study and classification of speech sounds is 
called phonetic analysis. 
On the other hand " phonemics" which is the 
study of the distinct sound units and their function in 
a language, helps us select only those sounds v/hich are 
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d i s t r n c t . Phonology i s a cover teiro v/hich includes both 
phonetics and phonemics. 
Phonologi^ i s the descr ip t ion of the system and 
pa t t e rns of sounds tha t occur in a language. 
I t involves studying a language to determine 
i t s d i s t i n c t i v e sounds and to e s t ab l i sh a se t of ru les 
t h a t describe the se t of changes t ha t take place in 
these sounds when they occur in d i f fe ren t r e l a t ionsh ips 
with other sounds. The smallest segments of sounds 
t h a t can be disttinguished by t h e i r cont ras t with in 
words are cal led phonemes. They are the a b s t r a c t un i t s 
9 
that form the basis for v/ritmg a language. 
Generally we take isolated sounds of speech -
for phonetic analysis and in phonemic analysis words is 
taken as the basis unit and by a process of substitution 
of a sound, other sounds being same we discover the dis-
tinct sound units i e the segmental phonemes of a langu-
age. 
The present works Its scope and limitation 
The present study is intended to give an 
account of the compartive and contrastive description 
of the sound system comprising the segmental phonemes of 
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the tvjo languages: 
American Einglish and standard Arabic, Since the basic 
level of the language is the phonological level in the 
structural analysis of a language, only this level has 
been attempted here. Other higher levels such as gra-
mmatical and lexical levels have not been attem.pted as 
they are out of the scope of the present study. More 
data and much time is needed for under taking the 
higher levels. So the present study has alimited scope 
and deals v;ith the contrast!ve study of the segmental 
phonemes of American English and standard Arabic langu-
ages. 
The present v/ork is .intended to present a comparative 
and contrastive description of the sound systems of the 
two languages: American English and standard Arabic, 
In this regard certain step by step procedures have been 
suggested by scholars like Robert l.ado and others v;ho 
have done contrastive studies of different languages, 
The^are: 
1, Linguistic analysis of the sound systems, 
2, Comparison of sound systems and 
3, Description of trouble some contrasts. 
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Since the phonological level i s the lowest 
l eve l and basic level in the s t ruc tu ra l ana lys i s , only 
t h i s level has been attempted here . 
Other higher l eve l s such as the morphological, s w t a c t i c 
and l ex ica l have not been attempted. These higher l eve l s 
are out of the scope of the presen t study as more data 
and d e t a i l ana lys is i s needed. With t h i s l imited scope 
the present study i s made. 
The study i s based on five chapters , chapter one i s an 
in t roduct ion in v/hich the importance of cont ras t ive l i n -
g u i s t i c s i s discussed in br ief and the tv/o v a r i e t i e s of 
English (American English) and Arabic (standard Arabic) 
chosen for the present study and cont ras t ive analysis 
have been defined a long with the soc io -po l i t i c a l and 
socio-economic importance in the Arab-American r e l a t ions 
in the present day. 
Chapter tx«70 deals with the segmental phonemes of the 
t a r g e t language tha t i s American English which i s a for-
eign language to the na t ive speakers of Arabic who are 
l i k e l y to make e r ro rs in pronouncing ce r t a in English 
sounds not found in Arabic while learning English as a 
foreign language. 
F i r s t the segment vowel and consonant phonemes of English 
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are listed and minimal pairs to show contrasts between 
various phonemes are given. Then follov^s the phonetic 
description of these phonemes and their distributioVi in-
different positions in a v;ord. This is followed by an 
account of the combinations and clusters of sounds and 
the syllable patterns. 
Chapter 3 is a similar separate analysis of the phono-
logical system of standard Arabic and describes the 
vowel and consonants phonemes, their phonetic charac-
teristics, their contrasts distribution combinations 
and syllable patterns. Chapter 4 deals with the 
comparison and contrastive analysis of the phonemic 
systems of the above two languages and the aim here is 
to point out the common and different phonemes betv/een 
the two languages and to know v/hat phonemes create 
problems for Arab students v/ho Learn English as a fore». 
icjn language.. The likely errors of the students in 
pronouncing certain problematic phonemes of American 
English and the operation of interference is discussed. 
Remedies to over come the difficulties in pronunciation 
and mastering the phonemes of English and not contusing 
them with the phonemes of the native language Arabic 
have also been suqaested. 
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CHAPTER 2 
5£GMC;NTAL PHONEMES OF Al-ffiRICAN ENGLISH 
The distinctive sound units of any language are linguisti-
cally called "Phonemes". Every language has a limitednumber 
of distinctive souhd units that is phonemes/ which are the 
smallest units in the sound system of a language. Every phoneme 
as a whoile contrasts in atleast some positions with every other 
1 
phoneme , Secondly, every phoneme has a number of variants 
which are called "allophones" occuring in different environments. 
American English Segmental phonemes (consonan-cs,vowels, 
semi-vowel) and their allophones are presented in the following 
pages:-
The study of these phonemes, their contrast with each 
other, their allophones and distribution gives us a picture 
of the phonoligical structure of the language. Famous American 
linguists like, G eorge L.Trager, Henry, L.Smith, H.A.Gleason, 
C.F.Hockett, A.A.Hill, C.K.Thomas, W.N.Francis, Hans-Kurath and 
a number of others have contributed to the phonoligical study 
of American English. In the analyses of these linguists there 
is not rouch disagreement particular^ith reference to the number 
of segmental phonemes. However, there ^re some minor differences 
with regard to the number of vowels, diphthongs and stress 
phonemes. J^ efering to this fact, A.A.Hill writes: 
"Though there are differences among American Speakers, the 
contrasts on the whole, offer fewer and less noticeable diver-
2 
gences from one diafect to another than do the vowels ". 
A similar statement has been given by another linguist, 
F. P.Line a 3^  He says: 
"Bearing in mind that there are some minor disagreements about 
the assignment of certain sounds and particularly about the number 
of stress phonemes.•'/e can give the following list of sound contrasts 
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by which utterances in English can be identified and 
3 
distinguished". 
Following is the summary of American English Phonemes as 
given by K.P.Dineen and H,A.Gleason to illustrate the above 
points. 
4 
F.P.Dineen's inventory . 
21 Consonants : /p/,/b/,/t/,/d/,A/*/g/./f///v/./(S///S/./V 
/s/z/,/s/,/z/,/c/*/j///h/./rn/,/n/,/^/ 
3 Semivowels / y / # / w / , / r / 
9 Vowels / i / / / e / , / a ? / , / S / , / a / , / V / / o / / / u / 
4 s t r e s s Z ' ^ . / V . / V / / " / 
4 Pitches / i / , / 2 / , / 3 / , / 4 / 
1 Plus juncture / + / 
3 Terminal contours /M / / / / /* /—V 
H.A.Gleason's Inventory: 
24 Consonants / p / . / b / , / t / , / d / , A / / / g / / / c V J / / / ^ . / / / v / , 
/ 6 l / / / S / . / s / , / 2 / I / , / 2 / , / m / , / n / , / 5 i / , / ^ / , / r / 
^/w/,/y/,A/ 
9 Vowels / i / . / e / . / c 9 ^ , / V . / i > / / / a / . / u / , / o / . / J / 
1 Open transition /+/ 
4 Stresses / ^  A \ ««-^  / 
4 Pitches / ) X. 3 ^  / 
3 Clause terminals / "^ /* — > / 
46 Total (eliminating duplications in the listing). 
2. 1. The Consonants 
Consonants are the sounds that are produced when 
the air passage of the breath is abstructdd. 
:\merican English consonants Phonemes are described and 
classified in terms of the following anticulatory features: 
i.\) Point of arJfticulation 
(b) ^tlnner of at^ticulation and 
(c) Voicing 
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HS far as the point, of atfticulation is concerned English 
consonants are calssified iVito bilabial, Labio-dental/ dental, 
alveolar, palato-alveolar, palatal, velar and glottal. 
From the point of view of manner of articulation ie the manner 
in which the air passes through the vocal tract, the consonants 
are classified into stops, affricates, nasal, laterals, flap, 
fricative^ and Semi-Vowels. 
' * The Vowels: 
A vowel is defined as a sound for whose production the oral 
passage is unobstructed. Vowels are classified and distinguished 
on the following three factors:-
s 
(a) The height of the tongue in the mouth ie how much the tongue 
approaches the roof of the mouth. As far as this factor is 
concerned, vowels are usually classified into high, mid and 
low; or close, half-close, half-open and open, (The termscs 
high, mid, and low are used by American linguists whereas 
the British linguists use terms like close, half-close and 
so on), 
(b) The part of the tongue raised towards the palate that is 
the highest point of the tongue arch. Vovrels are usually 
front, central or back according to this factor. 
(c) The shape of the lips that is whether the lips are rounded 
or unrounded (spread) . When the lips are rounded the vowel 
produced is called rounded. When the lips are spread the 
vowel is called unrounded, 
Wh^l^describing vowels some linguists differentiate between 
pure vowels and glides; or long or short vowels. Long vowels are 
considered by some as diphthongs. 
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P<?'l^ fT of ART;cu|r/*T'»oK 
flAWMfc'^  OF AaTiCUtAtlo*' 
STOP 
A fF^ic^re 
UATCRAL 
lYA^AL 
Seni-VtfweL 
Vi. 
Vd( 
< 
f 
Ir 
TTVI 
w 
51 
f 
V 
J 
< 
UJ 
e 
< 
0 
UJ 
> 
- J 
s 
I 
v\ 
^ 
-J 
< 
< 
-J 
<i 
J 
y 
< 
> 
1 
1) 
< 
\-
K 
^ ' ^ i e.iVC»L)SH CONSO/VANTS 
PROWT C^iHTftAU l^ Ack. 
p i^ i . eiH<;it-»sv< vow&t-s 
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CONSONANT CONTiiU^ STS 
/P/ vs /b/ 
/bSeV 
/p3«-n / 
/ p e y r / 
/ t i p / • 
/ t e y r / ' 
/ b e t / ' 
/ r n e y t / ' 
2 . 4 . 3 
/ k A p / 
/ k o t / 
/ k e y n / 
/ k o w d / 
2 . 4 . 4 . 
/ «^ V 
/ & ' ^ 
2 . 4 . 5 
/fXn/ 
/ f a s t / 
' b a c k ' 
' p a n ' 
' p a i r ' 
t i p ' 
t e a r ' 
b e t • 
m a t e ' 
A/ 
' c a p ' 
• c o a t • 
' c a n e ' 
• c o l d ' 
/ » / 
' t h i g h ' 
' t h i n ' 
' f a n ' 
• f a s t ' 
/ f i g S / ' f i g u r e ' 
/ f i y t / ' f e s l ' 
2 . 4 . 6 / s / 
/ s u / • svie • 
/ s i p / ' 
/ s i | r l / 
s i p ' 
' s e a l ' 
/ t / Vs 
Vs 
Vs 
Vs 
Vs 
/ d / 
/ p X k / ' 
/bXn/ 
/ b e y r / 
/ d i p / 
/ d e y r / 
/ b e d / 
/ rneyd/ 
/ g / 
/gas.p/ 
/ g o t / 
/ g e y n / 
/ g o w l d / 
/ * / 
/ ^»i/ 
/ ^JV 
/ v / 
/ v * n / 
/ v a s t / 
Aig» / 
A i y i / 
/V 
/ Z u / " : 
/ ^ i p / '; 
/ Z i y i / ' : 
' p a c k ' 
' b a n ' 
' b e a r ' 
' d i p ' 
• d a r e ' 
• b e d ' 
' m a d e ' 
• g a p ' 
• g o a t • 
' g a i n ' 
' g o l d ' 
• t h y ' 
• t h i s ' 
• v a n ' 
' v a s t ' 
' v i g o u r * 
' v e a l ' 
Zoo ' 
z i p ' 
Zea l • 
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2.4 .7 /S/ 
V / p r e s / ' p r e s su re ' 
/ r o / ' r a s h ' 
2 . 4 . 7 . /X/ 
i yp / 'cheap' 
/^Duk/ ' choke' 
vs 
vs 
/2/ 
/meZ / 'measure' 
/roZ/ •rouge' 
/Jiyp/ 'Jeep' 
/5ouk/ 'Joke' 
2.4.8 /m/ 
/meyl/ 'male' 
/mey/ 'may* 
/mayt/ 'might' 
Vs 
2.4,9 /n/ VS 
/n/ 
/neyl/ 'nail' 
/ney/ 'ney' 
/nayt/ 'night' 
/3 9n/ 'son' 
'Sin/ 'sin' 
/r 3 n/ 'run' 
/in / 'in' 
/!/ 
/I a yt/ *• light • 
/lod/ 'load' 
Semi-Vowel Contrasts: 
2.5. /w/ 
/wet/ 'wet* 
/ward/'ward' 
/warn/ 'warn' 
2.6, Vowel Contrasts: 
2.6.1 /ijkf 
/bf t/ 'bit* 
/sit/ 'sit' 
VS 
vs 
vs 
/^5>7/ 
/Sit) / 
/r^lj/ 
/ i ^ 
/r/ 
/reyt/ 
/rod/ 
'sung• 
'sing'v 
'rung• 
'ink' 
'right• 
• road• 
/ygt/ 'yet' 
/yard/•yard' 
/yam/ 'yarn' 
/i/ 
/biyt/ 
/siyt/ 
'beat' 
•seat' 
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/V 
/miyt/ 'meat' 
/fit/ 'feat' 
/fil/ 'feel' 
/ 5 / 
/ k 5 m/ •come• 
/ b 9 t / ' b u t ' 
/3t/ 
/t^v./ 'fan' 
/r3E.n/ 'ran' 
/p3<ln/ 'pan' 
/fatn/ 'fan' 
/rx t/' rat • 
/u/ 
/puwl/ ' pool' 
/o/ 
/kowt/ 'coat' 
/bowt/ 'boat' 
VS 
VS 
VS 
VS 
VS 
VS 
/e/ 
/meyt/ 
/fet/ 
/fel/ 
/a/ 
/kam/ 
/baks/ 
/a/ 
/fSn/ 
/ran/ 
/pan/ 
/a/ 
/fam/ 
/rod/ 
/O/ 
/powl/ 
/ :> / 
/k)wt/ ' 
/b^wt/ 
'mate' 
'fate' 
'fail' 
•calm' 
'box • 
'fun' 
'run • 
'pein' 
'farm' 
•rod' 
'pole ' 
'caught' 
'bought 
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Stress Contrasts: 
The contrast of / A / with / ^ / nay be seen in such pair 
as 
EUack bird 
Black bird 
The first implies ,a bird that is described as being blacky 
the se (Cond a particular kind of bird which, incidentally 
may or may not be black. 
Juncture Contrast: 
In American English Gleason writes that "the four stresses 
// A X vy/ and /+/ are closely related and form a special 
system within the phonemic structure of the language. 
There is always atleast one /-»•/ or some higher ranking 
break, between every successive pair of / A / and /i/. 
Black bird must have a /+/ between the /€/ and the 
//> /. Any American other than aphonetic virtuoso will 
inevitably either pronouce a /+/ or change one of the 
stresses, /b/aeu k+b3rd/ or /b^^32.kb^rd/ are both possible, 
but /^ b^-Xkb^rd/ is not. (Forms which are impossible 
or unknown are marked with * ) . It does not however follow 
that there must be a. /^/o^ /^/ between every two /+/. 
Both /b/3e.k+ bird/ and /b/ik+blrd/ are possible. Pew 
words cited in isolation have both //'/ and / A / . This 
is because few words contain a /+/ and only such words 
could have both. Moreover the few words that do have /+/ 
within them do not c-necessarily have /^Z and /-^/^they may 
have /i/ and / \ / or various other combination"". 
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Pitches c'"-
Ainerican English has four pitches and three 
terminals contours which is a sub-system within the 
total phonemic system of the English language. Every 
clause is marked and held together by an 'Intonation 
Contour' consisting of two, three or four pitch phonemes 
and one clause terminal. 
The most common intonation contour in American English 
is / (2) 31 "^ / 
Examples 
/2 "aYm + 3goWi03 + hoW m 4'/ 
)*ni going 
/3 aYm + goWi + home / 
I 'm going home 
The / (2) 31 ">ii> / intonation is commonly used with 
questions. It does not necessarily indicate a statement. 
Pitch /4/ is much rarer than other. It occurs most 
commonly in utterances characterized by atleast mild 
emphasis or expressing surprise. 
Description and distribution of the English Phonemes; 
The phoneme /P/ is phonetically symbolized as \^P3 is 
defined as a voiceless, bilabial and stop consonant. It 
has three allophones : fP^ # '[^  Pjand CP»-J 
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'v'p^l is an aspirated consonant. It occurs initially 
and medially before stressed vowels, 
^p") occurs after initial j^S-^ and H P-J occurs 
finally. Examples: 
/Pin/ , / spin/ , / help/ 
is phonetically symbolized as F t> J and is similar to 
/ ^ / GVics^t. that it is voiced and un aspirated. It occurs 
in the initial, medial and final positions. Examples: 
/beybi/ fb^bi] ' baby 
/}ktoba/ (^ :)ktob3l 'October' 
/ b^lb / \h-5lh\' 'bulb' 
is phonetically ^ t ^ • It is a voiceless/ aspirated, 
stop. When it occurs initially it is slightly aspirated, 
stop. When it occurs initially it is slightly aspirated 
as in '[_t'^in3 'tin' 
][t'^e?yrrri 'time'. 
The other allophones of /t/ are ^t^ and [^ t^  which occur with 
r^-J preceding and in final position respectively, 
examples: 
/ st3lnd / [st 3?.nd] ' stand' 
/ stak / ^stakl ' stock' 
/ k p t / j^ k 3 t"] ' cut ' 
/ sit / L^i^n * sit • 
It is voiced counter part of / t / phonetically \_d^ . 
It occurs in all the three positions namely, initially, 
medially and Finally. Examples: 
dog, rider, mad/ odd. 
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A/ 
/g/ 
/f/ 
/v/ 
It is a voiceless velar stop. This phoneme is 
phonetically symbolized as ^ k j • It has three 
allophones [k'-^ J #0*^ "^  and ^k*3 
The first one is a slightly aspirated allophone which 
occurs initially and medially with stressed syllabels. 
The second occurs after initial [_s-l and the third 
finally. 
examples: 
\^ KVV i v )3 
\;^K^^n3 
\^Sk 3 i l 
^ S k i n l 
]l :) k l 
[Sik] 
•king' 
' can ' 
' sky ' 
' skin• 
• lock' 
• s ick• 
It is a voiced velar stop consonant. Phonetically \ q~^ 
It occurs initially, medially and finally. 
Examples: 
gold, goat, vogue, dig, dog. 
The consonant phoneme /f/ is phonetically [j^2 
It is a voiceless, fricative, labio-dental continuant, 
occurs initially, medially and finally as in 'fan, effect. 
If of etc. 
It is a voiced, fricative, labio-dental continuant. 
Phonetically TvJ , The main difference between/f/ and 
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/e / 
/ % / 
/a/ 
/z/ 
A/ 
/v/ is that the former is voiceless and later voiced, 
/v/ occurs initially, medially and finally. Example of 
occurence are: 
•village, evil, eve, love' 
This phoneme is phonetically described as voiceless, 
breathed, dental, fricative consonant and symblised 
asi^03* -^^ occurs initially in words like 'thin, thick, 
thought, three; medially in words such as 'clothes, births, 
moths, etc.and finally as in 'truth, bath, faith etc. 
It is a voiced dentfie.1 fricative. Occurs initially, 
medially and finally as in words like 'the, this, that, 
these, those, other, father, bathe, breath. 
The phonemes /s/ is a voiceless, avelar, fricative, 
occurs initially, medially, and finally. Examples: 
Soap, Song, Star, basis, gas, atlas. 
It is the voiced counter part of /s/. Occurs initially 
medially and finally. Examples: Zoo, Zip, puzzle, was, is, 
roses, roads. 
This phoneme is a voiceless, palato-alveolar fricative, 
continuant. It is spelled by 'sh' as in shame, sure, 'ti' 
in action, 'cea' as in ocean 'ch' as in Chicago, 'ci' as 
in 'specious' 'ssi* as in 'passion', 'ss' as in 'tissue', 
'sc' as in 'fascist'. 
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/z/ 
A/ 
A/ 
A/ 
This phoneme is the voiced counterpart of /S/ , occurs in 
French Loan Words in English and few Greek Words of Latin 
origin where palatalization has taken in words having -
sion and - sian. 
Examples: 
Vision, measure, pleasure, 
azure, rouge, Asian, occasion, 
television. 
It is a voiceless palato-alveolar, affricative, occurs 
initially, medially, and finally as in words like 'chair, 
child, virtue, chicken, bachelor, nature, watch, cjuestion, 
picture, mu ch, sketch. 
This is the phoneme which is defined as voiced alveo-palatal 
affricate. Occurs in English words such as: 
Judge, jump, page, religion, soldier. 
In English /J/ is spelled as 'J' in judge, 'dj' in 
'adjacent', 'd' in graduate, 'dg' in 'ridge' 'ge' in 
George. 
The phoneme /h/ is a voiceless, fricative glottal 
continual 
Examples 
5 
nuant. Occurs initially and medially; 
how, house, perhaps, hard, hundred. 
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M 
/n/ 
Is a voiced bilabial nasal consonant phoneme. Occurs 
initially, medially, and finally. Examples: 
man, map, number, small, similar, 
some, drum, volume. 
It is voiced alvealar nasal consonant occurs initially, 
medially and finally. 
Examples: 
new, near, north, nose, 
finish, dinner, any, again, 
alone, can, learn, join, on, one 
This is the third English nasal consonant. Phonetically 
defined as voiced velar nasal continuant. Occurs initially 
and medially before / -k / or / - g / as in the following 
words:-
ink, thank, think, singer, finger, 
thing, bank, thinking, strong. 
It is an alveolar voiced lateral continuant. It has the 
following allophones: 
\ y \ and [t3 . The first on© occurs initially before 
vowels and between vowels medially as in little, Laok, love, 
large, jelley, clear, calling. The second allophone occurs 
in the word final position as in noble, little, shall, fill, 
A 
curl, cold, fool, feel, field. 
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/w/ 
/V 
/r/ 
Semi Vowels 
It is a labio-velar Semi-vowel and has the following 
allophones: 
\2 U, XT^ C . V 1 according to rt,N. 
Francis. Examples: 
(d w i n d 4 J 'dwindle" IJutrUL] 'Woo' 
Tr iad" ] 'wad' and TK'wikJ ' q u i c k ' . 
Mostly i t occu r s in p r e - v o c a l i c p o s i t i o n s . 
Examples: 
vie, wound, was, w a l l . 
This is palatal semi-vowel. Occurs in words like Yoke, 
Yeast, Yard, tune, presum, year, yet. 
In allophones /Y/ is parallel to /W/, 
The allophones of /Y/ are []T/I, $ ' - 1 
according to W.ff.fi^ IkSl^  ?PY-(XX)Si5) 
The phoneme /r/ is voiced, retroflex, alveolar continuant. 
It varies considerably in the nature and distribution 
of its allophones from dialect to dialect. 
Therefore says W.N.Francis that 'It is not possible 
to make a general statement that will be valid for 
the rrajority of American English. There are "r-less " 
dialects in American. Initially it is pronounced clearly. 
seL<i^ string, rate, write, red, merry, very. 
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/i/ 
/ + / 
/e/ 
/asy 
VOWELS 
The vowel phoneme /i/ is a high-front, unrounded 
tense vowel. It has as its allophones the various 
versions o^F 1 j- raised, lowered, fronted, retracted, 
nasalized, lengthened that may be heard in such words 
as 'bit, bid, window, will, sister. This sound has 
many spellings in American English, i, in prestige, 
marine, ae, in 'caesar*, ea, as in, league, e, as 
in 'concede, ee, as in 'proceed, ei as in 'receipt, 
eo, as in people, ey, as in 'key* , ie as in 'relieve -
ee as in feat. 
This is a high central vowel phoneme and has as its 
various allophones unrounded, high and high mid cetral 
vowels, variants of [+] ,[^1^ ^ V"^! ' and^ ^^ ) ]] 
It is rare as an unstressed vowel and as the syllabic 
of diphthongs. 
Examples: 
6 milk, children, dinner, wish, sister. 
This is the mid front unrounded vowel phoneme. It occurs 
in words like 'bed, bet, bend, bell, best, said, second, 
merry, bread, friend. 
It is a high-low front lax and unrounded vowel. Words 
illustrating its sounds are 'back, man, bat, narrow, 
battle, Adam, blanket, atom. 
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/9/ 
/a / 
/O/ 
/>/ 
This is the mid-central vowel, has as its allophones 
I A~\ 'V^"] • ^^® allophone ^ A3 with its raised fronted 
and lengthened variants is the usual syllabic vowel of 
'cut, bud, rung and 'hurry'. The various version of 
10 
appear in unstressed positions very frequently. Some 
linguists have even suggested a separate phonemic system 
for the unstressed vowels. 
The phoneme /a/ is a low central vowel phonetically. 
It has as its allophones the various versions of 
raised, fronted and retracted, /a/ is the syllabic 
phoneme of the short[^ o J words. 
Examples: 
• not, box, rod, lost, 
soft, cloth, etc. 
It is the mid-back round vowel. It has as its allophones. 
Various versions of^o~], lax, fronted, raised and lowered. 
Examples: 
go, oak, toe, coat, boat,etc. 
This i s the low-back vowel phoneme, sometimes cal led as 
"open 0" I t has as i t s allophones \^~\ and \^DtJ as in 
dog ]_^^ 'P\ ' cJf*;en f^f 3 n ] / cough ^c ) f ] and 
a u t h o r [ ^ ^ 9 3 : ] , off [^^f] , a l l T y l J e t c . 
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It is the high back vowel phoneme. It has for its 
allophones the various versions offXTJ . It is the 
syllabic vowel of words liXe push ^(>^jft} P^^^ \J iPl/J 
etc. It often occurs in unstressed position in words 
like 'today1 It is also the syllabic of a group of 
words spelled with "oo" such as the words 'good' and 
'hood', i^any other words of this group such as 'food' 
J 10 have /uw/. 
Examples: 
' roof' rriwf 
'hoof' huwf 
'room' ruwm 
'root' ruwt 
'soon' suwn 
English Syllable Pattern 
Arsyllabls consists of a sequence of sounds containing 
one peak of prominence. Each sound in American English words 
that constitutes a peak of prominence is said to be syllabic, 
and the word or phrase is said to contain as many syllables as 
there are peaks of prominence. The most prominent or sonorous 
part of the syllable is the vowel and the consonants [[m*] /fn"] 
and Ll/H-
which are syllabic, Exan^les of syllabic consonants 
are: 
/ prizrp / • prism' 
/b3 tn / 'button' 
/ l i t t / 'little' 
Besides the above syllabic consonant pattern American 
Snclish has other syllable types. Some are as follows: 
(C= any consonant and 
V= any vowel). 
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Mono-syllables: 
V C 
C V 
V C V 
cvcc 
ccv 
CGVC 
/ i t / 
A'/ 
/sit/ 
/rest/ 
/fri/ 
/stil/ 
•If 
•The' 
'sif 
• r St 
•free • 
•still' 
'rest' 
CCVCC /fruts/ 'fruits' 
CVCGCVC/sentrai/ ' 'centrql' 
CCCVC /sprit/ { sprit' 
CCCVGC/striTjs/ ' strings' 
Disyllable: 
VGVC / 3t s i d / • acid • 
VCGV /-ZtktV ' a c t o r ' 
CVCVCC/sil5 b V * s y l l a b l e ' 
Phoneme Clusters 
The descr ip t ion of phoneine sequences can be done in 
terms of c lus te r ing h a b i t s . A c l u s t e r i s a sequence of two 
or more phonemes of the same c lass v/ithout the intervent ion 
14 
of a phoneine of another c l a s s . American iiinglish has three 
types of consonant c l u s r e r s . 
They -ire: 
(1) Initial (2) Medial and (3) Final 
Initial clusters are fotihd with two consonants or three 
consonants occurring in the beginning of a word. There are 
certain restrictions as to the combining of consonants. Only 
a few consonants occur in a sequence initially. Before listing 
the possible sequences of consonants in the initial position 
of a word it is necessary to point out that in American 
English no word begins with /'t) / and /Z/' phonemes. Vowels 
do not cluster. That is, not two vowels can occur witdaout 
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an intervening Semi-Voe<€L/ consonant or j u n c t u r e . 
Thus we find only consonant phonemes occurring in 
c l u s t e r s : 
(A) In this position, the largest number of consonants 
which can occur is three, and the clusters are as follows: 
initial clusters with three consonants:-
(1) 
/ spl-/ 
/spr-/ 
/spyu-/ 
Examples:are: 
/spl-/ 
/spr-/ 
/spyu-/ 
/str-/ 
/styu-/ 
/ski-/ 
/skr-/ 
/skyu-/ 
/skw-/ 
(2) 
/str-/ 
/styu-/ 
Splash 
Spray 
Spew 
Straw 
Stupid 
Sclerotic 
Scream, screw. 
Skewer 
Squiril, square 
(3) 
/ski-/ 
/skr-/ 
/skw-/ 
script 
, squeez 
The most frequent are /spl-/# /spr-/, /str-/ and /skw-/. 
The cluster /ski-/ is very 'rare and is practically limited 
to learned and foreign words. 
Initial clusters with two consonants: 
/Pl-// /pr-/, /py-/, /tr/, Al"/# Ar-/, Aw-/ft-/, /fr-/, 
/sp-/, /st-/, /sk-/, /sm-/, /sn//, /sf-/sl-/,/sr-/, /(rr-/, 
/bl-/. At-/, /by-/, /dr-/, /gl-/,/gr-/,/fy-/, /ty-/, /ny-/,/ly-/ 
/./sw-/ 
Examples: 
/PIV 
/pr-/ 
/py-/ 
play, plain 
pray, prize, proud 
pure, pupil 
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/tr-/ train, trick, try 
/tw-/ twelve 
/kl-/ class, clean, claim, 
/kr-/ cry, craft, crane 
/kw-/ queen, quality, quick 
/fl-/ flame, f4ap, flight 
/fr-/ frame, fruit, free 
/sp-/ spy, spot, spoon 
/st-/ stand, stock, steel 
/sk-/ school, sky, skin 
/sm-/ smile, smooth, smelfl 
/sn-/ sneeze, snow, snake 
/sf-/ sphero 
/si-/ slight 
/sr-/ shrink, shrine, shraad 
/0v-/ through, throne, thrill 
/hy-/ huge, human, humour, humid 
/bl-/ blade, blame, blue 
/br-/ brain, bring, brass 
/by-/ beauty, 
/dr-/ draw, drain, drill 
/dw-/ dwell, dwarf 
/gl-/ glass, glory, glad 
/§r-/ grass, green, grape» 
/fy-/ few, feudal 
/ty-/ tune 
/my-/ mirror 
/ny-/ n^w 
/ly-/ leave, lunatic 
/sw-/ schwa 
/sw-/ swim, sweur, sweet. 
Medial Clusters: 
A.A.Hill defines medial clusters as intervocalic (^ lusters 
not immediately preceded or followed by a juncture and not 
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interrupted by one. He suggests two types of medial 
clusters in English one a genuine and the other an 
apparent medial cluster with juncture. For example a 
sequence /dakt r/ will always be divided between the /k/ 
and /t/ v^en there is no nuncture. It will be divided 
in the same way with a juncture in that position - /dak + t r/. 
Most speakers of American English are this type. As a matter 
of fact in American English there are no medial cluster in 
the strict sense. Syllable division also complicates the 
treatment of medial clusters, since these can be no intervo-
calic cluster without syllable division before, after or within 
it. Syllable divisic«i, however, is not a phoneme, so that 
a sequence of intervocalic consonants is still a genuine clusters, 
even though the consonants of vdiicSi it is composed may belong 
to different syllables. Only the forms without a juncture 
17 
constitute genuine medial cluster. 
The medial clusters or intervocalic clusters as A.A.Hill 
calls them have a break up and when we make a syllabic division 
the sequences of consonants in the middle of an utterence give 
us two syllables in which the sequence belongs to ^ th the 
preceeding and following vowels. For example the utterences 
"enter, helper, mistake" will give us the syllables en + ter, 
hel + per, mistake as the syllables in English are determined 
by the number and location of peaks (phonetically the most 
prominent elements of syllables) • Actually we have sequences 
in the medial position which are not clusters in the strict 
sense as we have in the initial and final positi<xi. Almost 
all languages including Arabic have consonants sequences in the 
medial position which become separated when there is a syllabic 
division• 
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Final clusters: 
Pinal clusters In American English occur with certain 
limitation^^and they are of two types 
(1) Clusters of two consonants and 
(2) Clusters of three consonants 
Examples are as follows: 
Final clusters with two consonants: 
/-rap/ 
/-nt/ 
/-ns/ 
/-t)V 
/-^g/ 
/-nV 
/ -nj/ 
/-rp/ 
/-rb/ 
/-rt/ 
/-rd/ 
/-rk/ 
/-rf/ 
/-rs/ 
/-re/ 
/-rl/ 
/-m/ 
/-rV 
/-rv/ 
/-rs/ 
/-Id/ 
/-IP/ 
/-Is/ 
/-Iv/ 
/-Ira/ 
/-Jet/ 
/-Pt/ 
/-rt/ 
/ - S t / 
/ - f t / 
/ - I f / 
lamp, pump 
hint# t en t 
fence, tense 
s ink, ink 
song, s ing , long 
bench, lunch 
range, change 
sharp 
verb , herb 
h u r t , count 
word, hard 
cork, mark 
surf, tur f 
curse , hourse 
church, search 
g i r l , cur l 
warn, f am 
worm, harm 
curve, serve 
force , course 
bold, world 
help 
f a l s e 
solve 
film 
f a c t , ac t 
s c r i p t 
c a r t , a r t , char t 
f a s t , l o s t 
so f t , l e f t 
sklf, himself 
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Final clusters of American English can be divided into 
(i) those that occur at the end of a syllable (e.g./v^V 
in drink, and /ks9 s/ in sixths); and 
(ii) those that themselves form a syllable, because 
they contain syllabic /L/ , /m/,/n/ or/TU) /(e.g., /sm/ in 
prism, /snz/ in listens, and /kstz/ in axles)• 
It should be noted that some people whose mother tongue 
is English break up the following cluster of type iii)/ and 
also the clusters marked in the lists which follow by inserting 
/ / Between the two consonants (e.g. they pronounce open 
as /oup n/ instead of /oupn/; and special as /spasS>l/ 
instead of /spesl/; /fn/, /kn/, ml/, / pn/, /vn/, /zm/, /si/, 
/sn/, /2l/, /zn/, / 1/, / n/. 
We can also divide final clusters into 
(a) those that occur at the end of a morpheme (e,g«/nj/ in 
change); and 
(b) those that occur across one or more morpheme boundaries 
e.g. /"^ Ogd/ as in hanged, which is composed at the morphemes 
hang+ed; and /ks& s/ in sixths, which is composed of six + th 
+s). 
Here is a list conta^ ining clusters of all the four types, 
(i), (ii), (a) and (b) : 
Examples of tv/o consonant clusters: 
/ b d / 
/bl/ 
/bm/ 
/bn/ 
/bz/ 
/dl/ 
/dn/ 
/dz/ 
/d / 
/d / 
/fl/ 
rubbed 
double 
ribbon 
ribbon 
rubs 
middle 
sudden 
seeds 
edge 
width 
rifle 
/Is/ 
/It/ 
/Iv/ 
/Iz/ 
/Is/ 
/10/ 
/md/ 
/mf/ 
/ml/ 
/mp/ 
/ras/ 
else 
belt 
shelve 
bells 
v/eish 
wealth 
climbed 
triumph 
camel 
camp 
glimpse 
/St/ 
/tl/ 
An/ 
As/ 
A^/ 
/vd/ 
/vl/ 
/vn/ 
vz/ 
/zd/ 
test 
bottle 
button 
cats 
width 
lived 
devil 
even 
lives 
pleased 
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/fn/ 
/fs/ 
/ft/ 
/£/ 
/gd/ 
/gi/ 
/gn/ 
/gz/ 
/g/ 
/ki/ 
/mn/ 
often 
laughs 
soft 
fifth 
begged 
eagi^ ^  
organ 
begs 
organ 
buckle 
broken 
/mt/ 
/mz/ 
/nv^  
/nd/ 
/nl/ 
/ns/ 
/nt/ 
/nz/ 
/n/ 
/n/ 
/PV 
p>rompt 
coines 
warmth 
bend 
tunnel 
tense 
tent 
bronz 
trench 
month 
apple 
/ml/ 
/zm/ 
/sn/ 
/d/ 
A/ 
/ z / 
/v^l 
<i • / — = ^ 
/n/ 
/t/ 
/d/ 
easel 
prism 
prison 
hanged 
drink 
rings 
st:rength 
fe»pG<53tal 
caution 
washed 
rouged 
Most of the above examples of iSnglish c l u s t e r s have teen 
described in the works of famous l i ngu i s t s l i ke George L.Trager, 
Henry L.Smit^i, • • • • • [ , W.N, Francis^ Gleason, Hockett and many 
o t h e r s . 
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CHAPTER 3 
SjiGr^ NTAL PHONEI-ES OP ARABIC 
.^ rabic is a semetic language and structurally different 
from English, Arabic and English are so different from each 
other, that any one attempting to learn these languages as 
a foreign language learner faces."linguistic problems at various 
levets of the language. 
The present chapter deals with the segmental phonemes of 
standard Arabic/ their phonetic features, distribution, syllabic 
patterning and possible combinations with each other. The 
analysis is based on some important works on ^ .rabic phonology 
such as of N,Y,-Yushananov (an eminent Russian linguist and 
scholar of semetic languages), A.S.Tritton, Sami,A, Hanna and 
Naguib Greis, Peter. F.Abboud, Adil L,yacoub, R^ja T.Nasr, 
T,F,Michell, .balman H,Al Ani, Anis Frayha and others. 
There is very little disagreement as to the number of the 
segmental phonemes of Arabic. What emerges from the analysis 
of the above scholars has proved to be a very useful reference 
•and suggestive for further investigation to any one v/ho v/ants 
to carry on an elaborative study of the phonemic system of 
the Arabic language. In the present study I ha^e benefited 
with all these analyses and summarized them below along with 
other necessary information. 
Arabic is a language \A;hich is written from right to left. 
Before going into the details of the segmental phonemes of 
Arabic it is necessary to point out here that the Arabic 
alphabet is surprisingly phonemic to a great extent. 
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STOPS 
FRic ATives 
UfVS/^LS 
TR.au 
S 6 M I -
V o w 6 L 5 
VI 
Y<* 
Vt 
va 
v*i 
va 
\/d 
va 
< 
< 
- J 
b 
Yf\ 
w 
o < 
f 0 
?> 
1 
1 
t 
a 
s 
•z. 
y\ 
Y 
L 
'•^i 
2: ^ 
t 
d 
S 
:Sr 
< 
< 
f 
V 
S 
y 
<: 
> 
K 
X 
9 
< 
-J 
> 
1/ 
i 
cr 
< 
b 
t 
o 
6 
? 
h 
Fi l -b A ^ A l b i C CoNSo/VANTS 
FftoWT 
CENTRAL. 
BACK 
Pi^ 4- A R A B I C V o w & i - ^ 
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This fact has been admitted by Beeston C1970). He writes 
"The Arabic script is constituted on strictly phonemic principles 
and provides notation only for sounds with phonemic volume"! 
Phonologically/ standard Arabic distinguishes twenty eight 
consonant phonemes and six vowel phonemes, which are as follows: 
Consonants: 
/b/,/m/,/w/,/6/,/(9/, /I/, A/, /d/,/s/, /z/, /n/. A/, 
/I/, /jt/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /?/,/?/, /y/. A/. /q/» /?/. A/^ 
/g/, /t/, /h/, A/ 
Vowels: 
A/, /i'/, A/. As// A/. A:/ 
Diphthngs: 
Aw// /ay/ 
Contrast: 
The segmental phonemes of Arabic can be set up on the 
basis of contrast found in various utterances of the language. 
Below are gitievvsome illustrations of contrast between various 
Arabic segmental phonemes* 
Contrasting sets: 
Vowels: 
/ V = /-r/ 
/ i ^ a / 
/i-:^^' 
/ s i n / 
/ s i : n / 
/ t a : r i a / 
/ t a r i : q / 
/ a / = 
VS / i : / = /C5-/ 
. f< . 
'harm' 
• tooth• 
'Arabic alphabet l e t t e r 
'a proper name l a r i q ' 
road, way' 
/ ^ / VS 
cT 
/u:/ = / ^ / 
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/tanur/ 'shine' (v ) giving light, 
/tannu:r) 'oven' place where bread or meals cooked 
/kufe/ 'every' 
/kan/ 
/a/ = /_! 
'be' / 
vs /a: / = / / 
/Jaraal/ 
/Jama :y/ 
/dam/ 
/da:m/ 
Aal/ 
/ha:l/ 
/ E»a jr/ 
I ' • • ' • • • / 
/dawa / 
/da:wa / 
/ /haram/ 
/h ara:m/ 
'camel' 
'proper name* 'beauty' 
'blood' 
'it continued' 
'is' (interogative) 
'condition' 
'afternoon' 
'check 
'medicine• 
'he treated medically' 
'a sacred place, Mecca 
'prohibited' 
/ a / = / 
/ ? aqa rb / 
VS / d / = / £ / 
/^/ = / (f / 
/ 
' n e a r e r ' 
/ ( f aq rab / ' scorp ion ' 
/ a : / = / V VS 
/ f a : l a : m / ' p a i n s ' 
/ ^ a : l a m / 'wor ld ' 
/ a / = / _ ! _ / 
/ < 5 a : l a m / 'wor ld ' 
/ ^ a r l i r n / ' l e a r n e d man' 
/ i : / = /Cf/ VS / u : / = 
/ m u s l i m i : n / 'Musl ims ' ( accusa t ive ) 
/muslimu :n / ' i % s l i m s ' (Nominative) 
/!/ = / ~r / VS / u / = / - i - / 
VS / i / = / - — / 
/ V^ 
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/ i Q mun/ ' s i n ' 
/ a 0 m a : n / 'proper nanae • 
/ a / 
/]:am/ 
/kun/ 
/ a / 
/ 7 anca/ 
Consonant; 
/ b a r i :ci/ 
/ w a r i : d / 
/barcj/ 
/warq/ 
/ b / ^ 
/ b a ^ a l / 
/ f a ^ l / 
/ b a r q / 
/ f a r q / 
/ b a r i : d / 
/ f a r i : d / 
= / " / / a / 
'how much' 
' be ' 
= / ^ / VS 
- / Z 
/ i / 
'you' (M) sg) ^ a n t i / 
s: / b / = / - r / 
'postmai l ' 
'blood v e s s e l ' 
' l i gh t en ing ' 
'paper ' 
= / V / VS 
'onion' 
'season, ac t (in 
' l i gh t en ing ' 
' d i f f e rence ' 
' pos t ,ma i l ' 
•a proper name' 
VS 
/f/ = 
p l a y ) ' 
= /T / 
'you' (F) sg) 
A// = / :? / 
/-^ / 
/h/ = / - ^ / VS > / = / f> / 
/jabal/ 'nrauntain' 
/ j amal / 
/ b i n / 
/min/ 
/ a a : l i 0 / 
/ 9amar/ 
/6iya:b/ 
/ ^ i y a : b / 
' camel' 
' son ' 
'from' 
/S / = / 
• t h i rd ' 
' f r u i t s ' 
' s h i r t s ' 
'wolves' 
/ VS / ^ / = / ^ / 
•53-
/ t / = / > / vs /d / = /J? / 
/ t a : h i r / 
/ d a : h i r / 
/ t a : b / 
/ d a : b / 
•clean' ' pu re ' 
' c l e a r ' can be seen' 
•become love ly , s a t i s f ac to ry • 
' t y t i n g ' 
/ 
A/ = / ^ / vs / q / = / ^ / 
/ k a l b / 
/ q a l b / 
A u l / 
/lul/ 
/ x a y r / 
/ 3 a y r / 
/ x a : r / 
/5ra:r / 
/ f a r i x / 
/ f a : r i 3 / 
•dog' 
' h e a r t ' 
' e a t ' 
A/ = / ^ / vs 
(property' 
'another one' 
/ g / = / 6 / 
' f a l l i n g ' 
•went in to the depth of some thing 
'chicken ' 
'empty' 
A/ = /t/ vs 
A i t a :b / ' speech ' 
A i t a : b / 'book' 
'cheek' 
•worked hard ' 
^ 
A/ = /^/ 
A a d / 
/ k a d ^ 
A/= / ^ / vs /IL. / = / ^ / 
A a : l / 
/ h a : l / 
A a s a b / 
/ ^ a s a r / 
•maternal uncle ' 
' s i t u a t i o n ' 
'wood' 
•put i n t o , to co l lec t* 
A/ = / ^ / vs 
maternal uncle ' 
A a L / i s ? ' ( in t rogat ive) 
A a : i V 'raw' 
/hgLtm/ * WvHndered u n c o n s c i o u s l y ' 
A/ = /P/ 
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/t/ = /t/ vs A/ 
/£.ani/ 
A am/ 
/ £ u : d / 
/ h u : d / 
/ s / 
/ s a 
/ z a 
/ s a 
/ z a 
i r / 
i r / 
i r a h / 
i r a h / 
/ s a r f / 
/Harb / 
/ s a f i : r / 
/Zaff:r/ 
/ S / 
/ s a l b / 
/ s a l b / 
/ J a t i :d/ 
/ s a C ' i r d / 
/ S / = 
/safar/ 
/^afar/ 
/sayf/ 
/sayf/ 
/ S / = 
/ s a : r i q / 
/ s a : r i q / 
/sama ,'/ 
/sama t/ 
unc le ' 
heavy bourden in mind* 
s t i c k ' 
proper name' 
= /or-/ vs / z / = / J / 
walking' 
visitor' 
wa on her way' 
visitor' singular feminine' 
= / 6 > ^ / V S / ^ / = /if/ 
to change' conversion (money) 
beating', 'striking' 
sound of whistling' 
combing the hair' 
= /if/ VS / s / = / c r - / 
hard' 
to take away something by force' 
a proper name* 
happy• 
/(T/ vs / S__/ = /C/' / 
travel' (n) 
a name of month of Islamic Calender' 
Sword' 
The summer season' 
/ c r / vs / t / = / o ^ / 
a t h i e f 
sh in ing ' 
heaving ' 
wax' substance which candles are made of i t ' 
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/ s / = /ijr/ vs /6/ / — / 
/sama'^ / 
/ dana? / 
/sanvar/ 
/0aroar/ 
/ Z / 
/na : z i l / 
/na J^ i r / 
/ a z h a r / 
/ a ^ h a r / 
/ h / 
A a l / 
, /hal / 
/huna/ 
A^una :k/ 
/ h / = /Z 
/ h a d / 
/ q a d / 
/ h a : s i d / 
/ q a : s i d / 
V 
/ J / 
/tTami:!/ 
/ S a k l : l / 
/ j a s i : i n / 
/sarni :m/ 
/ J / = 
/ j a d / 
/ yad / 
/ j a s i :m/ 
/ ya t i : r a / 
• sky' 
'p ra i se* 
• to hold conversation by n igh t ' 
• f r u i t ' 
' = / y / VS / z / = / > • / 
• coming down* 
' observer ' 
'a proper name' 
' showed' 
= /^/ VS / V = / ^ / 
' i s ' ( in ter rogat ive) 
' s o l u t i o n ' 
•here ' 
• t he re ' 
/ VS / q / = /O/ 
• l i m i t ' 
• f igure ' 
•an envious man' 
• a messanger' 
= / I S / VS / S / = / c A / 
•beau t i fu l ' 
'handsome' 
'bulky, huge' 
• a proper name' 
/7>/ VS / y / = /(S/ 
'an ancestor* 
•hand• 
•bulky, huge^ 
' orphan' 
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/ r / = /M 
/ r a b a : b / 
/ l u b a : b / 
/ r a h i :in/ 
/ l a h i : V 
/y/ = /c^/ 
/Ya:sir/ 
/wazi:r/ 
/ya:bis/ 
/wa:j ib/ 
vs /!/ = /J/ 
a musical instrument' 
essence' 
merciful• 
welding, fat' 
VS 
a proper name' 
minister' 
dry' 
duty* 
/ w / = / ^ / 
Phonetic Descript ion of Arabic Vowels: 
/ I : / = / Ci' / 
It is high, front, long, unrounded vowel. It has two 
allophones. f l O and Vi«3 ^h® former occurs initially 
and medially in close syllables and the latter finally. 
Examples: 
/ I :d/ 
/ t i :!•/ 
' f e s t i v a l ' 
• f ig ' 
/ i / = / 
/ d i : n / ' r e l i g i o n ' 
/wa l l ;yun / ' f r i end ' 
/ 
Lower, high, front, short unrounded vowel. It occurs 
initially, medially and finally. 
Examples: 
/ i^a/ ' conditional article' 
/ £ira:t/ "way* 
/da:ri/ ' my house' 
/u:/ =/j/ 
High, back, long, rounded vowel. 
I t has two allophones \ ^u :^ and £u.Q Occuring i n i t i a l l y , 
medially and f i n a l l y respecti-<»ely. 
Examples: 
/ t u y u : r / ' b i r d s ' 
/ma^hu:r/ 'famous* 
/raat,lvi:m/ 'known* 
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/u/ = / ;) / 
Lov;er-high^  back, short rounded vowel occurs in all positions 
that is, initially, medially and finally. 
Examples:-
/uktub/ 'v;rite' command case 
/qurn/ 'stand up' 
/alba:bu/ 'the door' 
/a:/ = /i/ 
Lower-central, long unrounded vo \^ l , i t has few© allophones QS ". J 
f a t ^ and r a^ . «•* Ta f] occurs i i i i t i a l i y and iredially and 
'- , a occurs f i na l l y 
/ q a : t a l a / ' k i l l e d ' simple pas^ tense 
/wa:r i |? / ' h e i r ' 
/ a :1am/ 'world' 
/ a / = / ^ / 
Mid cen t ra l unrounded short-vov.'el. Occurs in a l l p o s i t i o n s . 
Examples: 
/ a h b a: b / ' f r i ends ' 
/ a h a d/ 'one' 
/ q a 1 a m/ 'pen' 
/ aw / = / i l / - - / > / 
It is the combination of the vowel /a/ and the semi vowel /^j 
and occurs in all positions as a diph thong in words like:-
? 
/awla: d/ 'boys' 
/rawda/ 'kinder garden' 
/sawraun/ ' f a s t i n g ' 
/ a y / = / e3 / / 
It is also a diphthong and a combination of /a/ plus /y/ 
X 
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phonemes and occurs in all positions. Examples: 
/ ?ayya:m/ 'days' 
/bayt/ 'house' 
/^ayfun/ 'summer' 
Description of vowels and their allojJhones: 
One of the basic distinction in i^ irabic vowels is that 
between long and short vowels and accordingly Arabic has two 
types of vowels: 
(i) short and 
(ii) long 
The three short vowels are /i/,/u/ and /a/ and the 
three long vowels are /i :///u:/ and /a:/ \^ich contrast 
phonemically with each other (throoghout the present in 
studycphonemic length in Arabic is indicated by using two 
dots after the vowel symbol). Vowel phonemes occur with 
and within the consonant-vowel sequence (which form granma-
tical sequences in the language) as lexical interns in minimal 
pairs and in short phrases and sentences. 
The allophonic environment of the Arabic short and long 
\rowels varies a great deal . The higher vowels that /i/ and 
/u/, front and back respectively have relatively less allophonic 
variations. This is especially true with /u/ and /u:/. 
Arabic vowel phonemes with their allophones are described 
below along with their characteristic features. 
/i/ 
This has been described as a short-high front unrounded 
vowel. It has the following three allophones: 
[^•f "3 Centeralized and slightly low v^en it occurs in the 
neighbourhood of pharyngealised consonants /t/,/d/^ /s/ and /z/ 
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\_ Xi This allophone occurs next to /g/ and ^ | _^  
occars elsewhere. 
This is a long high front unrounded vowel. It also 
has three allophones like its short counterpart /i/* which 
are: [ H] , L^H^ClH 
\y\ Centeralized and slightly low when in the naighbourhood 
of pharyngealised consonants except /I/. 
vj 
Occurs next to /g/ and / (5 / 
Occurs elsewhere 
/u/ '. / -^Z 
It is a short high back rounded vowel and has two 
allophones: \ \ r \ [.Ltl 
VJhich occurs next to pharyngealized consonants except /I/ 
/u:/ -/p / 
This is a long high back rounded vowel phoneme. It has 
two allophones: \^V:1 AA/wA\_a*.i 
\\S- J Occuring next to pharyngealised consonants except / C / 
][}>l:J Ocours elsewhere. 
It is a low short central unrounded vowel phoneme and 
has four allophones which are as follows:-
\^ J irThen final and not next to non-pharyngealized consonants 
I^ CLJ Occurs elsewhere. 
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• It is a iny/ shnrf central unrounrjad vowal phoneme and has 
£Qur al'lophonoo v^ hioh gro ao- followc : 
X ^ '] When final and not next to non-phaxryngealized 
consonants or /q/, /SL/ , /^/ and /g/ 
r A ^ next to pharyngealized consonants and /q/ and /r/ 
j^ 0\ 7 Occurs elewhere 
This is a low long central unrounded vowel and has three 
allophones: Jj^] L'^r J \j^n 
r 9;*3 J^ s^ t to pharyngealized consonants, /q/ and /r/ 
J^ A;*^  next to / C / and / g / 
r (XTJ Occurs elsewhere, 
Salman. H.Alani observes that the nasal consonants /m/ 
demonstrates an influence on the high front vowels /i/ and 
/!:/ and no special influence of /ra/ occurs on the high back 
vowel. Rather, generally /n/ exerts an influence on the high 
back vowel /u/ and /u:/. No noticeable influence of any 
importance is observed with /a/ and /a:/T 
The vowel /a/ ( 'alif=X) is sometimes used as a consonant. 
In this case it carries the vowel /a/ and should be called 
"hamza". It indicates a slight articulation emitted from the 
throat which sounds almost like a hiatus examples: 
/ yis? al/ 'he asks' when used <? o 
as a long vowel it is represented by along /a:/ eg./ hMSail/ 
When carrying /a/ =/ )., in addition to the / ? / it 
is pronouhced /u/, /a/, /i/ example / ? audah/• room', / 7ana ./ '^  ' 
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/7idrib/ 'strike' ( vb. imperative). In orthgraphy when 
preceded by /u/ it is not pronounced e.g. /qa:lu/ 
'they said', 
The three short vowels of Arabic are called 'fatah 
= /a/, 'kisra' =/i/ ^''^'^ '^ darnma = /u/ 
Description and distribution of the Arabic Consonant phoneiries 
and their allophones: 
The Arabic consonant phonemes are classified into labial, 
labio-dentaij interdental, dental, alveolar-velarized, alveo-
palatal, velar, unvular, pharyngeal and glottal according to 
the point of articulation and according to the manner of 
articulation, they are stop, fricatives, nasals, trill, 
lateral and continuant ( serai-vowels) • According to Salman ^-il 
Ani the Arabic stop consonants are characterized by two features: 
(1) The formation of a closure within the vocal cavity by one 
or more articulations where the driving pressure is blocked ti 
and 
(2) by the sudden release of the pressure. Stops are either 
voiceless or voiced. Following is the description of the 
Arabic consonant phonemes along with their distribution and 
and allophones. 
/1~^ / This is a bilabial voiced stop. It has two allophones: 
r bj and \l ^J t • J occurs in the final position 
where it is in free - variation - voiced or voiceless, released 
or unreleased. e.g. /kitajb/ ^itafti^ 
(^jr J Occurs initially and medially, e.g. /bari:d/ 'posts'/kabir/ 
'big'. 
' It is a voiced dental stop consonant and occurs in all the 
three positions initially, medially and finally. 
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V^ 
e.g. : 
/ti:n/ 'fig' 
/hatdm/ • a proper name' 
/_5ala.:t/ ' prayer' 
/haya:t/ ' life' 
It is a voiced dental stop consonant and occurs in all the 
three positions initially, medially and finally. 
e.g. : /dar/ ' home'J 
/bagdad/ • the city Baghdad', 
/hadi:d/ 'iron• 
/yad/ • hand' 
= / ^ / 
This is a voiceless interdental fricative consonant. It occurs 
initially, medially and finally, e.g. : 
/Bamar/ ' fruit' 
/i&mar/ 'fruits' 
'one third' 
This is the voiced variety of / v7 / and phonetically is described 
as a voiced interdentail fricative consonant. 
It also occurs in all the three positions, e.g.: 
/^ahab/ 'gold' 
hab/ •go• 
/ ^ / " 
This is a voiced palatal affricate'consonant. Occurs initially, 
medially and finally e.g : 
/j abal/ 'mountain' -
/(^aj i :b/ ' strange"^ 
/d(ija:j/ • hens' 
It is one of the peculair phonemes of Arabic not found in English. 
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Needs special practice for non-Arabs and phonetically it can 
be described as a voiceless emphatic/ velarized stop consonant. 
Occurs initially/ medially and finally, e.g.: 
/ tayr / 'bird' 
/ sayati :n/ 'satans' 
/x4ya:t/ 'tailor* 
^ / " 
It is the voiced variety of /t/ and phonetically it can be 
described as a voiced emphatic, velarized stop consonant. It also 
occurs initially, medially and finally e.g : 
/ dulm/ 'inijustice' 
/ ma4lu:m/ •victim' 
^/ haf i id/ ' a proper na^ e^ ' • 
J/ " 
This is a voiceless v&lar stop consonant. It occurs initially/ 
medially and finally, e.g. 
/kita:b/ • book| 
/maktab/ ' s^ feiai' 
/sak/ 'doubt' 
It is a voiceless U vular stop consonant. This phoneme is 
also peculair to Arabic and not present in English, English 
speakers leaining Arabic need special practice to pronounce 
this phoneme. It occurs in all the three positions in Arabic 
words like:-
/qalam/ ' Pen • 
/ f a q i : r / ' poor ' 
/ s u : q / • market' 
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This is phonetically a voiceless glottal stop. In Arabic 
alphabet it is known as 'hamza'. It occurs before a vowel 
initially and medially e.g. /?anta/ ' you ' 
/mu? annaB/ ' feminine', 
/f/ = /^/ 
It is a voiceless labio-dental fricative consonant/ and 
occurs initially/ medially and finally in Arabic words e.g : 
/ fi:l/ 'elephant' 
/safar/ ' travel' 
/ sayf/ ' sword • 
/ni/ = / ^/ 
This is a bilabial dental consonant. Occurs initially/ 
medially and finally e,g.: 
/min/ ' from' 
/ma?^^:m/ ' innocent' 
/sama.7/ ' sky' 
/qalam/ ' pen' 
/n/ = / O / 
It is an alvealar nasal consonant. Occurs initially/ 
medially and finally, e.g.: 
/na:r/ ' fire' 
/mina:r/ * minaret' 
/a'^am/ ' prayer call for the muslim 
/s/ = /a- / 
This is a voiceless a Iveolar fricative consonant. It 
occurs initially/ medially and finally, e.g.: 
/sayf/ ' sword ' 
/wasi:^/ 'wide' 
/xam^^ • five ' 
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/ 2 / = / > / 
This is the voiced variety of /s/. Phonetically it is 
described as voiced alveolar fricative consonant. It also 
occurs in all the three positions, e.g: 
/zur/ 'visit' (vb) 
/zata/ 'visited' (vb) 
/mazatr/ 'Any holy place for visit by people. 
/iniza :h/ ' jacking' 
/T^X'Z/ rice' 
/i/ = /cr^ / 
It can be described phonetically as a voiceless palatal 
fricative consonant. It occurs initially, medially and finally, 
e.g : 
,v /sakl/ • shape' 'face* 
,>/ /sima:l/ ' north' 
V /asja:r/ ' trees' 
/y = /(// 
/naqs/ ' imprint' 
This is a voiceless dental emphatic fricative and one of 
peculair consonants of Arabic which needs special practice for 
pronunciation to the non-Arabic people. It occurs initially/ 
medially and finally, e.g: 
/salat/ ' prayer' 
/asgar/ ' smaller' 
/ba_sal/ ' onion' 
/xa:j/ ' particular' 
7^ = /<J'/ 
This is also a peculair Arabic phoneme. It is the voiced 
variety of the phoneme /3/ and can be phonetically described 
as a voiced dental emphatic fricative consonant. It occurs 
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in a l l the three p o s i t i o n s , e . g : 
/ 2 i d / ' oppos i te ' 
/muEir/ ' harmful' 
/ q a r a / • debt ' 
/x/ - / -L/ 
I t i s a ve lar f r i c a t i v e consonant not found in iinglish. I t 
occurs i n i t i a l l y , medially and f i n a l l y , e .g : 
/ ^ c i / / x a : l / ' cheek' 
/ a x i / • my b ro the r ' 
/ a : x i r a h / ' the e t e rna l day' 
/mux/ ' b r a in ' 
/g/ = / 6/ 
It is the voiced variety of /x/ phoneme and can be phoneti-
cally described as a voiced velar fricative. This is also absent 
in ringlish and needs special practice to pronounce this sound. 
It also occurs in all the three positions, e.g: 
/ ga:r/ ' cave' 
/3agi:r/ ' small' 
/magrib/ ' time of sunsets' 
^ /Samag/ • gum' 
/h/ = / ^ / 
This is a voiceless pharyngeal fricative not found in iinglish 
It occurs initially, medially and finally.e.g. 
/w 
/h^'i/ 
/hal/ 
/Sahara/ 
/subh/ 
= /P/ 
' condi t ion ' 
' so lu t ion ' 
' Sahara ' , deser t 
' morning' 
It is a voiceless glottal fricative consonants Occurs 
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initially, medially and finally, e.g : 
/hal/ 'appeared' 
; /sahal/ ' easy' 
/qahwah/ ' cofee' 
/miya :h/ ' water' (n) plural. 
/?afwa:h/' mouths' (n) plural 
This is a voiced pharyngeal fricative consonant and 
peculair to non-iirabic, English speakers learning Arabic 
need special practice to pronounce this phoneme. It occurs 
initially, medially and finally, e.g : 
/^a:lim/ 'learned man* 
/ma fj lu :iV ' known ' 
/mu^allinv' ' teacher' 
/samara/ ' he heared' 
/sama^ ' candles' 
/r/ = P/ 
It is a voiced alveolar fricative consonant. Occurs in 
all the three positions, e.g: 
/rukn/ • corner' 
/ard/ • earth' 
/zur/ ' visit' 
/I/ = /J/ 
This is a voiced alveolar lateral consonant phoneme. 
It occurs initially/ medially and finally, e.g: 
/la:/ • no' , 'not' 
/qalam/ ' pen' 
/muskil/ ' makes - difficulty 
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M - / 9/ 
It is a labio-velar semi-vowel, occurs initially, 
medially and finally e.g: 
/wahid/ • one' 
/dawa:t/ ' inkpot' 
/wa/ ' and • 
/^amwasl/ ' properties' 
/y/ = / ^ / 
It is a palatal serai-vowel phoneme. Occurs initially and 
medially and finally, e.g: 
/yad/ • hand' (n) 
Aaya:t/ ' tailor' (n) 
/ziya:rah/' vi sit' (n) 
/^raaly / ' my work' 
/ismy/ ' 'my name' 
/Ziya:dah/ ' increase' n. 'move' 
Arabic Syllable Patterns; 
In Arabic, when a word has more than one vowel sound or 
diphthong, it may be divided into as many syllables as it has 
vov/el sounds or diphthongs. Each syllable rraast contain one 
vowel sound or diphthong, e.g. 
/?a - h a b - b a / 'he loved' 
/ daur / ' role• 
Before presenting the Arabic syllable patterns, it is 
necessary to point out that in Arabic no v/ord bedigfiifS with a 
vowel or consonant cluster. 
Secondly, a long vowel (v:) in a closed syllable is 
shortened, that is a long vowel )v:) becomes short vowel(v). 
e.g : / rama/ ' he threw' /ramat/ 'she threw*. It is preserved 
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only when two syllables are contracted into one. q.g.: 
/ma:ddatun/ ' material'. 
Arabic syllables generally begin with a single consonant 
followed by vowel.e.g,: 
/kita:b/ ' book' 
/?ana / ' I ' 
/fi: / 'in' 
N.y, Yushmanov, a Russian linguist who has worked on Arabic 
linguisticipoints out that when Arabs borrow words from othar 
languages they altar the syllable division in the borrov^ings 
(the consonant cluster is eliminated by the auxilary vowel i^ 
but the syllable can not start with a vowel and consequently 
this iiis preceded by the most colourless consonant (?). 
Following are some examples of the Arabic syllable patterns 
Mono-svllabii 
V 
vc / •? ui 
CV / fi 
c: 
V
•/ 
CVC / min/ 
C^ 7CC / kalb/ 
Di-syllabic 
VCV 
cvcv 
GVGVC 
VCC 
vcvc 
c^/vc 
cvccvc 
VGCVC 
CV7VCV? 
cvcvcvc 
CVCCVGVC 
'mother' 
'in' 
' from• 
• dog' 
/^ana/ 'I 1 
/ba:qi/ 'remaining' 
/duja:j/ • 
/ arZ/ 
/?i:ma :n/ 
/ta :u :s/ 
/najja:r/ 
/?ady^:n/ 
/ru?asa:?/ 
/ramaXa. :n/ 
/sizzada:t/ 
hens' 
'earth' 
'faith' 
' Peacock' 
'carpenter' 
' religions' 
' CJiairmen' 
' The month Ramadhan 
' carpets' 
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T r i s y l l a b l e i 
C V C C V C V 
C V C V C V 
G V C V C V C 
c v c c v c v c 
G V G C V C V 
C V C V G C V C V 
C V C V C V C 
F o u r S y l l a b i c : 
V C V C V C V 
/ y a ^ h a b u / * g o e s ' he g o e s ' 
A>aqaya / ' r e m a i n s ' 
u / m a h a j i r / 
/ m u s l i m i : n / 
/ y a q l u : q a / 
/ y u d a r r i s u / 
/ S a w a r i ^ / 
• t r o u b l e ' v . 
' t e a c h ' 
' s t r e e t s ' 
/ a k a l u : h a / ' t h e y a t e i t ' 
C V G C V C V C V C / m a d r a s a t u n / ' s c h o o l ' 
C V C V C C V G V / yahamrni lu / ' n e g l e t ' 
F i v e S y l l a b i c : 
C V G C V C V C V C V / n H d r a s a t u n a / ' ou**-5c:li<»<»t 
S-ix S y l l a b i c ; 
V G C V C V G V G V C C V / 7 i h t i m a m u h u n n a / ' t h e i r c a r e ' 
V G C V C C V C V C V C C V / ? i s t i q b a l u h u n n a / ' t h e i r r e c e p t i o n ' 
Accent in Arabic does not produce senvintic distinctions. 
In such cases as /qa' : til/ 'killer': /qati:l/ 'killed one' 
(victim), the position of the accent depedns on the length of 
the vowel, and length connected with samantic variation, is 
preserved also in unaccented or weakly accented position e.g : 
/ qa:txlahunna/ ' their' ( the women's) 'killer': /qatiluhunna/ 
'their ( the women's) victum'. 
The above illustration of accent or stre^'ifunctioning in 
Arabic is intended just to shov/ that in Arabic stress at the 
word level is not phonemic. In the pi^ esent study a complete 
description of the role of stress at the phonetic level has not 
been attempted, therefore the above illustration is given to have 
an idea about stress and Arabic syllables, in a^ rabic a short vowel 
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is always unstressed-^ v/hether it is theoretically 'fataha', 
Kesra' or danma that^the short vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/., it 
becomes colourless. 
We can recognize three words stress levels: 
(1) Primary stress symbolised as /^ / 
(2) Secondary stress symbolized as / \ / 
(3) weak stress symbolized as : no mark. 
The occurrence of these three stress levels is as follows:-
Short syllables: 
(l)If a word consists of one short syllable that is a syllable 
with a short vowel, it takes a primary stress, example: 
/min/ •from• 
(2) If a word consists of two or thffee short syllables, the 
first syllable has a primary stress and the other tw o have 
weak stress, Examples: 
/ ^'ana/ 'I' 
/?abadan/ ' not at all' 
Long syllables: 
(3) If a word has one syllable, it takes a primary stress. 
Examples: / ti:n/ 'raud' /qa:l/ 'he said' 
(4) If a word contains two or three long syllables, the last 
syllable will have primary stress and the others will take 
secondary stress, Examples: 
/SiZZa :da':t/ ' carpets' 
Combination of Long and short syllables: 
(5) If a word contains two or three syllables, the last long 
syllable takes a primary stress. Any other long syllable takes 
a secondary and all short syllables will take weak stresses. 
Examples: 
/ka:tib/ "wlHter* Aita :b/ 'book' 
/baqa:ya:/ ' remains' 
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C6) If a word contains four syllables^ the primary stress 
falls on the second syllable^ unless the third osr the fourth 
syllable is long. xAny other long syllable in the word takes 
secondary stress, and any other short syllable takes a weak 
stress, blxaninle* 
-< / madrasatun/ • school ' 
/?akalu:ha/ ' they ate it' 
(7) If a word contains five syllables, the primary stress falls 
on the third syllable, unless the fourth or fifth syllable is 
long. Any other long syllable in the word takes secondary stress 
and any other short syllable takes a weak stress. iCxample: 
/madrasa'tuna/ ' our school ' 
(8) If a word has six or more syllables, the primary stress 
falls on the last long syllable. Any other long syllable 
takes secondary stress and any other short syllable takes a 
weak stress. Example: 
/?istiqba:1a: tuhunna/ ' Their receptions' 
/?ihtimamuhunna/ ' Their interest' 
Consonant clusters: 
In Arabic there are no initial consonant cluster as we find 
in English. However, v^e find a large number of two segment 
medial consonant clusters. A few examples of two consonant 
medial clusters are given below: 
-bb- /qubba/ 'dome' 
-bn- /?ibnun/ 'a son* 
-fc*"- /?ibli: s/ • satan' 
-br- /?ibrahi:ra/ 'name of the Prophet' 
-bh- /mubham/ 'doubtful' 
-bt- /?ibtida?/ 'beginning' 
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- k b -
-Bn-
- d v / -
- m r -
- n t -
- h r -
- j l -
- r ^ 
- k t -
- j n -
- £ t -
•xrs-
- n d -
- w l -
- s w -
- x w -
_ S r -
- h w -
- S r -
- g b -
- t s -
- k k -
-S\-f-
- s d -
-4-
- b k -
- t r -
~ s r -
- s g -
- r s -
- V / 2 -
/ ? a k b a r / 
/ ? i O ' n a n i / 
/•Ja'iS w a : q / 
/ ? i ^ h a b / 
/ ? i n i r a V t u . n / 
/ ? i n t a l a q a / 
/ S a h r a P / 
/ r i j l u n / 
/ m a r k a b u n / 
/ m a k t a b u n / 
/ m a j n u :nun|»5 
/ m i f t a ^ a n 
/ k u r s i y M n / 
/ s u n d u : q u n / 
/ a w l a ; d u n / 
/ a s w a : q a n / 
/ ? i x w a : n u n / 
/ q a ^ r a n / 
/ q a h w a t u n / 
V 
/ a s r a ^ f u n / 
/ ? a g b i y d u / 
/ f a j t s a : n u / 
/ f a k k a r ^ d c ^ / 
/ ? s w a d u / 
/ a a w d d f / 
/ ? a } i * a r u / 
/ ? a b k a n T u / 
/ ? a t r a s u / 
/ m a s r u : r u n / 
/ m a s g u : l u n / 
/ m a r s u : m u n / 
/ m a w z u : n u n / 
b i g g e r * 
t w o * (m) 
t a s t e s ' ( p l u ) 
g o ' 
a w o m a n ' 
h e w e n t a w a y ' 
d d a s e n t * 
a s h i p * 
a n o f f i c e * 
' m a d ' 
a k e y ' 
a c h a i r ' 
' a b o x * 
' b o y s ' 
m a r k e t s ' 
' b r o t h e m ' ' b r o t h e r s * 
' a p a l a c e ' 
' C o f f e e ' 
' n o b l e s ' 
' s t u p i d s ' 
' t h i r s t y ' 
' t o t h i n k , ' h e t h o u g h t ' 
' b l a c k * 
' b l a c k * i p l u ) 
' g r e e n ' 
' dumb• 
' d e a f (m) 
' p l e a s e d ' 
' b u s y * c J. 
' a d e c r e e ' ctw-'^kO'^ 
' i s v / e i g h t e d * 
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- s g -
- k r -
- r f -
- w j -
- I m -
- b n -
- < ^ ^ M ^ 
- r j -
- n t -
-nld-
- q r / 
- t t -
- x z -
- s n / 
- d d -
- t t : -
-3lL-
-sc-
- b q -
- q q -
- j r -
- £ f -
- s f -
- s s -
-mm-
- s n -
z?M~ 
-yivj-
V V 
- s s -
/ ? a s g a r u n / 
/ ? a k r a m u / 
/ g u r f a t u n / 
/ z a w j u n / 
/ t a l m i : ^ u n / 
/ d a r a b n a / 
/ t u r j i m a / 
/kuntunv/ 
/ k u n n a / 
/ t a q r a b / 
/ ? i t t 4 f a : q / 
/maxZan/ 
/ ? a j n a : f / 
/ j i d d a n / 
/ b d t t i :>:/ 
/ ? a ^ a / 
/ ? i n « t ^ l a n v / 
/ Y a b q a / ^ 
/ i^aqqaf / 
/ b a q q a : ! / 
/ y a j r i / 
/ t u f f a : h a n / 
/ a ^ f a r / 
/ h a s s a / 
/muharranad/ 
/ ? a s n a : f / 
/ ? a q l a ; m / 
/ h i ^ s _ a / 
/ ? a x w a : l / 
/ ? a s s a m / 
smaller' 
more generous' 
a room' 
husband' 
a pupil' 
they struck CF)5)1U 
(IT V/AS TlcANSIATED' 
you w e r ^ ' (rn) 
s^iBOir were ' 
come n e a r ' cf-> 
a g r e e m e n t ' 
s t o r e ' (n) 
k i n d s ' 
v e r y ' 
• w a t e r m e l o n ' , ^ 
•S.^ ntimr' n r iT mnntih' 
h e s u f f e r e d ' 
r e m a i n ' 
^ Stopp<5-Cl 
g r o c e r ' 
r un • 
a p p l e s ' ( p lu ) m, 
y e l l o w ' 
f e l t ' 
p r o p h e t Muhammad' 
k i n d s ' 
p e n c i l s 
s h a r e • 
u n c l e s ' 
s i v e r • 
S y r i a ' 
( m o t h e r ' s s i d e ) 
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s s 
- x l -
- m s -
- j j -
- g g -
- d x -
- r r -
- r r -
- 1 1 -
- x r -
- d d -
di]?" 
- r k -
- h h -
- r m -
_ y y -
-Sr-
- t l -
- d h -
- X t -
- h t -
- n d -
- ' g l -
-If-
- b q -
- V 7 § -
- q b -
- q r -
- q l -
- I b -
/ ? a s s a r / 
/ b a s s a : r / 
/ y a x l u q u / ' 
/ x a m s a t a l ' \ ? a s a r / 
/ x a r a s a / ' 
/ n a j j a : r / ' 
r * 
/ i nu raggaba : t / 
/ ? i d x u l / 
/ m a r r a / 
/ m a r r a h / ' 
/ d a l l a / ' 
/ ? u X r a / 
/ r a d d a / 
/ l a h h a / 
/ ? i r k a b / 
/ t a w a h h » m / 
/ y a r m i / 
/ a y y a : m / 
/ ? i s r a b / 
/yatia£u/ 
/ ? i d h a ) r / 
/ ? i x t a f a / 
/ i n u h t a i j / 
/ J u n d i / 
/ ? a g l a : t / 
/ m a l f u - f u n / 
/ y a b q a / 
/ f a w q a / 
/ 7 a q b a l ^ 
/ ? i q r a ? / 
/ ? a q i a s t m / 
/ T i l b a s / 
' C o l o n y i n Bas ra 
p r o p e r name ' ' t e l 
c r e a t e ' 
' f i f t e e n ' 
f i v e • 
c a r p e n t e r ' 
n a k i n g w i l l ' M.F, 
e n t e r ' 
p a s s e d ' 
o n c e ' 
g u i d e s 
a n o t h e r • 
a n s w e r e d ' (vb) 
' i n s i s t e d o n ' 
' r i d e ' (ub) j 
•misSli^"-^^'^^-? 
• t h r o w ' 
' d a y s ' 
' d r i n k ' 
' go u p ' 
' appearr^ 'V-e^ ' ' 
' d i s a p p e a r e d ' 
' i n n e e d of ' 
' s o l d i e r ' 
' w r o n g s ' m i s t a k e s ' 
'wrapped* 
' r e m a i n ' (vb) 
' a b o v e ' ' o v e r ' 
' a p p r o a c h e d -^ 
' r e a d ' 
' p e n c i l s ' 
'v/ear ' (vb) 
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b n -
s b -
Y s -
n z -
•ra -
•It-
• b s -
•bq-
• t r -
- e-b/ 
• j t -
• j r -
•hb-
- h s -
•hdr 
- x t -
- X 2 -
-dx-
• d r -
-'5 b/ 
-^n-
• r t -
• rd -
4 
- s g -
- s j -
-zm-
•qb-
r-
- t b -
• k s -
- sk -
• rd -
/ l u b h a : h / ' 
/ m i j b a : h / ' 
/ l a y s a / " 
/ m a n s i l u n / 
/ t a m ^ i : ! / ' 
/ m a l ^ u : n / 
/ h a b s u n / 
/ ? a b q a / 
/mu_t r ibun / 
/?ie-ba:t/ 
/ m u j t a m a ^ / 
/ m a j r u i h a n / 
/mahbu :>:un/ 
/ t a h s i : n / 
/ raahou: d[/ 
/ m a x t u :iT5/ 
/maxZan, ' 
/ m a d x a l / 
/ m a d r a s a t u n / 
/ma £> ba : h / 
/mu"i$ n i b / 
/ r n a r t a b a / 
/ q i r d u n / 
/niaryarn/ 
/ m a s g u : 1 / 
/ r n a s j i d / 
/ m i Z m a : r / 
/ m a q b a : ! / 
/ m a q t a l / 
/ m a t b a x / 
/ m a k s u : r / 
''4 
/ma s k a : r / 
/ ? a r d u n / 
Lebanon ' 
l a m p ' 
he d o e s n o t h a v e ' 
h o u s e ' 
a c t i n g ' 
c u r s e d ' 
p r i s o n ' . 
fond of s o n g s ' 
p r o o f ' 
s o c i e t y ' 
i n j u r e d ' wounded ' 
b e l o v e d * 
i m p r o v i n g ' 
'Lucky ' 
' s e a l e d ' 
' s t o r e ' 
e n t r a n c e ' 
' Schoo l • 
' s l a y e d ' 
' g u i l t y ' 
' r a n k ' p o s i t i o n ' 
' iTionkey' 
'Kte/y ^ 
' busy* 
'mosque ' 
' f l u t e • 
' a c c e p t e d ' 
k i l l i n g ' 
k i t c h e n • 
b r o k e n ' 
h e i s t h a n l c e d ' . 
e a r t h ' 
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Notes and References to cV»Ap\ev- •bv»y-«.t 
1. Beeston ri.F.L. 'The Arabic language Today. (197 0) p.16 
2. In rirabic there are three vov;el marks which are written 
directly above or below the consonant, they follov;. 
These are-. ^^l/^ — (aS in the English word ' cut'} Jf -U 
(as in 'put') and ^^ ' =i { as in 'sit'). 
These three vowels are short, but may be lengthened 
by a following unmarked I. A» and ^ (a:,u:, 1: resi^ec^ively) 
3. Salman H.aL-ani, 'Arabic phonology" 
(1970) p.23. 
4. Ibid, 
5.. Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GQMP/iRISQN OF TH£ SEGMENTAL PHONEMES OF AmRlCMi ENGLISH 
AiSiD STANDARD ARABIC; 
In the previous chapters analyses of the sound systems 
of American English and Arabic have been made separately. 
The present chapter deals with the comparison and contrastive 
€ 
Study of the phonemes of these two languages in order to 
discover and describe the problems that the speakers of one 
of the languages will have in learning the other. Such a study 
will help the foreign language teacher in many ways such as 
in the preparation of text books/ solving the problems and 
difficulties of students wit^ regard to pronunciation of words 
of the foreign language etc. 
The native speakers of Arabic, learning English as a 
foreign language very often face problems particularly in 
learning the pronunciation and grammatical stjoicture of 
English, It has been observed that particularly the Iraqi 
Arab students while learning English mispronounce certain 
English phonemes and their secjuences and make errors by 
bringing in the pronunciation of Arabic phonemes. Vilhy do they 
do this ? The answer is what is called linguistic inter-
ference/ that is "those deviations from the norms of a 
language which occur in the speech of biiinguals". English 
and Arabic are linguistically and structurally two different 
languages. They differ with each other at various linguistic 
levels namely, phonological, morphological and syntactic levels. 
At the level of phonology both Arabic and English differ in 
the number of phonemes, their phonetic details, their distribu-
tion, their combination, clustering habits, syllable pattern 
and intonation when the phonemes are used in cota-binations. 
A learner of a language writes S.Pit Corder " is progress-
-ively changing his language performance to bring it more into 
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2 
Line with that of the native speaker". It has been 
realized that Iraqi Arab students fail to understand much 
of the speech of native speakers of English inspite of the 
fact that they haVe studied English for many years. It is 
only when students listen to native English speakers that, 
they realize how poor their English is. Due to this fact 
much misunderstanding and loss of clear coimiunication arises 
between the speaker and the listener. 
In many Arab countries English which is an international 
language has become more important and popular for international 
relations as well as for higher education, Iraq is no excep-
tion, where English is being taught as a forcing langua(^. 
But unfortunately the methods adopted for this purpose are 
no scientific and satisfactory, A great need is being felt 
for a better method of teaching and improving English pronun-
ciation and correct granmatical usage. Contrastive linguistics 
offers us a scientific and satisfactory method to achieve this 
goal. In 1957 Robert Lado published his famous book 'Linguis-
tic across cultures' in which he has given a methodology about 
how to compare the two languages and cultures to discover 
and describe the problems that speakers of one of the language 
will have in learning the other. He has made the first 
systemaiization of contrastive studies and set the main 
principles upon v^ich most contrastive analyses have been 
made. He writes: ' We begin with an analysis of the foreign 
language and compare it structure by structure with the native 
language. For each structure we need to know if there is a 
structure in the native language (1) signalled in the same 
way, that is, by the same formal device (2) having the same 
meaning and (3) similarly distributed in the system of that 
3 
language. 
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In this way contrastive analysis of the two languages 
gives us a picture of the linguistic structure of the two 
languages and with this description the foreign language 
teacher can proceed easily with his task and concentrate 
on such sounds and grammatical forms which are absent in 
the native speaker's language. For the foreign language 
learners similarities in sound that is common sounds in the 
two languages do not create any problem in learning their 
pronunciation, rather they are helpful and save much time 
of both the foreign language teacher and the language learners. 
The differences in the sounds of the two languages do create 
problems. The foreign language who takes help from contrastive 
analyses of the two languages pays more attention to such 
areas vrfiich are not similar. Thus he detects for himself 
and points out to the language learners each and every differ-
ent phoneme and teaches :its function, distribution and 
combining patterns in the foreign language, Arabic speakers, 
for example, while learning English are unable to pronounce 
certain English phonemes such as /p///c/l/z/,/^/ etc. v^ich 
are strange to them, because these phonemes simply do not 
exist in Arabic, These phonemes are problematic for native 
Arabic speakers. The foreign language teacher who is expected 
to have some knowledge of phonetics can with ease and little 
practice solve this difficulty in pronunciation, i^at is 
needed is little care and practice. This aim can be achieved 
by comparing the phonological system of the two languages. 
Comparison of the Units of sounds: 
Robert Lado has suggested a method for comparison of the 
sound units or phonemes of the languages in question. He 
writes that ' in comparing the sound systems of a foreign 
language and the native language, I find it good safe practice 
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to take up each phoneme separately regardless of any general 
patterns of difference. 
The comparison of each phoneme should include atleast 
three checks: (1) Does the native language have a phonetically 
similar phoneme? (2) Are the variants of the phonemes similar 
in both languages? (3) Are the phonemes and their variants 
similarly distributed? 
In comparing the phonemes of Ame.rican English and Arabic 
it has been observed that an English phoneme which does not 
exist in the learner's native language Arabic* that is v^en 
there is no phoneme in the native language that could be 
transferred to the English language and actually function as 
the phoneme in question, the student will not be able to produce 
that phoneme readily in learning English, He will substitute 
some other phoneme from his native stock. Experience and 
experiments also show that the Arabic speaker will have trouble 
in Jkearing as well as pxoducing the new phoneme. 
In Oiapter 2 and diapter 3 the following questions have been 
answered; 
(1) What are the phonemic contrasts? 
(2) What are the allophones of each phoneme? 
(3) What is the distribution of each phoneme? 
Now, follows the comparison of the phonemic structure of 
American English and standard Ababic, The first phase of 
coraparision, the comparison of the phonemes as units, can be 
achieved c^ickly if we have a phonemic chart for each of the 
languages. The preliminary comparison of full phonemes, with or 
without the aid of phonemic dlarts, does not give us the complete 
picture of the pronunciation problems of the student. In fact it 
gives a very incomplete picture, since in most cases the problem 
will not be the total absence of a phoneme in a given language 
but a problem involving variants of phonemes. 
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In the p r e v i o u s Chapters t h e phonolog ica l systeiffe of j^ngl ish 
and Arab ic have been p r e s e n t e d s e p a r a t e l y . Now vie have t o 
make a comparison of t h e s e tv/o sound systems in o rder t o 
IK 
describe the troblesorae contrasts. 
First are presented the complete inventory of the phonemes 
of iinglish and *£rabic side by side as follow: 
American English 
Phonemes 
CONSONANTS 
p t 0 S K 
b d 
m n 
^ i 
/ 
/ 
f s 
V Z 
r 
1 
w 
s 
z 
y 
VOWiJiiS : 
i e vatt 
DIPHTONGS ; 
i / ey 
g 
^ 
Standard Arabic 
Phonemes 
b d 
m n 
f : s 
z 
r 
1 
w 
^ 
. u / / l 1 : a 
ay aw, o^i, uw / 
q 
2 t 
i-
s _s X h h 
a g 6 
u ^ u : / 
On look ing a t t h e above corapara-cive inven to ry of phonemes 
we f ind t h a t t h e r e a re tv/enty four consonants phonemes, n ine 
vowel phonemes, two semi-vowel phonemes and s ix d iph thongs in 
American Engl i sh v a r i e s from d i a l e c t t o d i a l e c t v/hich i s not 
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cons idered he re as the focus i s on g e n e r a l -c^mericctn i^nglish 
p r o n u n c i a t i o n ) . On the o t h e r hand s t a n d a r d Arabic shov/s 
twenty s i x consonant-phonemes, s ix vowel phonemes, two seini 
vowels and two d i p h t h o n g s . Consonant phonemes comiaon t o 
Engl ish and A r a b i c , Fol lowing a re the aomraon consonant 
phonemes of American Eng l i sh and s t anda rd A r a b i c : 
f 
k 
3 
1 
{ 
I I 
m 
f 
s 
z 
r 
1 
n 
> 
J 
Sixteen phonemes 
Fig .A 
Consonant phonemes present only in American English and not 
found in Arabic. 
[ 
I V 
t 
d 
F ig .B 
> 
e i g h t phonemes 
J 
Consonant phonemes present only in standard Arabic and not 
in american English, 
t 
d 
X 1 
Fig.G 
q 
Twelve phonemes 
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r 
Common vov;el phonemes p r e s e n t in Arab ic and xCnqlish, 
'v a = 3> ^ Four phonemes 
a = a : 
F ig .D 
Vowel phonemes p r e s e n t only in American Engl i sh and not p resen t 
in A r a b i c . 
t I 
J i ' ive phonemes 
"w ' ^ F i g . f i . 
Vowel phonemes p r e s e n t only in Arab ic and not found in i2ncjlish 
) i : u : \ Two phonemes 
F i g . F . 
Diphthongs p r e s e n t i n s t andard A r a b i c . 
f 1 
) aw ay > Two d i p h t h o n g - s 
Fig.G 
As already pointed out above the aim of this Chapter 
is to compare and contrast the phonemic systems of j^ nglish 
and Arabic to identify the similarities and differences of 
the two languages and to pin point areas faced by Arabic 
speakers in order to help predict such difficulties and 
minimize them. More details are given in the following pages;-
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0 
< 
I' 
tu 
z 
o 
f 
a. 
X a 
s: 
STOPS 
fR'»CAT)Yg5 
/IfFft'iCATB 
Vi 
va 
vi 
Vdl 
vt 
^ ^ 
h/AS/^ LS 
L/iT^R^L 
FLAP 
Sern'rVawg-Ls 
ST^pS 
F> /^V/)T(Vf^ ^ 
vz 
va 
VL 
va 
r 
> 
r 
- > 
p 
I rL 
v^> 
W 
T 
f f 
V 
H 
H 
if 
r' 
> 
06 
^ ? 
C7 
m 
> 
r 
Si 
> 
1 
1 
1 
> 
t 
^ 
^ 
•z 
^ 
C 
>f 
l-
^ 
s 
z 
o 
r-
73 r 
^ V/ 
i-J 
ai 
51 
^i 
^ 
I 
y 
2 « r 
i Cs 
> 
t 
( 
f ^ 
cf 
•3 
y 
> 
^ 
^ 
y 
> 
r 
> 
r 
LA 
> 
CA 
< 
m 
> 
7:? 
us 
> 
K 
6 
^ 
> 
K 
X 
^ 
< 
A7 
> 
• 
V) 
> 
'J ' 
5 ' 
>-
> 
to 
> 
h 
6 
1 
r 
> 
k 
i 
7 
K 
-8&-
Front 
Mid 
Low 
Fig.^ 
Back 
Comparison of English Arabic Vowels 
>r iit-
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GOMPaRiaON 05- THE CONSONANT PHONE i^ S : 
1. American English Phoneme /P/ 
This phoneme is absent in Arabic. It is a voiceless, 
bilabial, stop consonant occurs initially, medially and 
finally. It has three allophones L P J# ^^J ^^^ L ^ ~i' 
Initially in a word it is always aspirated as in phin 
/pin/, between voiced sounds as in 'pepper and salt, a couple 
of days'. The /p/ is sometimes voiced in American English. 
Initially it can be followed by /l/,/r/,/y/ as in 'player, 
proud, proof, pure* etc. It is preceded by /s/ as in 'spin, 
split, ppring etc.* At the end of a mo-Kpheme it can be preceded 
by /iVz/l/or/i^/ as in 'stamp, heip and shrp.' 
A 
2. The phoneme /b/ of English and Arabic are sjfarailar phoneti-
cally, it is described as bilabial voiced stop consonant. Occurs 
initially, medially and finally in both the languages. In 
American English and Arabic /b/ is often partially unvoiced in 
the final position, as in English word 'robe* [ rowb^ and Arabic 
word kita:b 'book'. 
3. The /t/ and /d/ of English and Arabic. In English /t/ is 
phonetically a voiceless alveolar stop consonant. Initially it 
is aspirated as in words like /thin/ 'tin', yt^eyk/'take'. 
In other positions it is unaspirated. 
In American English the /t/ is often voiced between vowels 
as in 'better, bottle, tomato, elevator'; but usually distinct 
from /d/ by being articulated as a swift and snappy tap against 
the upper gum . 
/t/ initially can be followed by /r/,/w/,/y/ as in 'tree, 
twin, tube and preceded by /s-/ as in 'still, stream, student. 
At the end of amorpheme, it can be preceded by /n/,/l/;/r/,/s/, 
and /f/ as in 'hunt', belt, heart, fist and gift'. 
A 
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Sometimes /t/ alternates with /c/ or /s/ as in ' .' 
•native nature^ Cent , Century, 
cult culture, digest digestion, 
Christ christian, act action, 
native nation, permit permission, 
relate relation, part partial 
predict prediction, respectively, /t/ also 
alternates with /s/ as in 'convert^ converse, elegent 
elegence? The Arabic /t/ is phonetically dental non-emphatic, 
it is never aspirated initially or in any other position. Occurs 
initially, medially and finally as in Arabic words /ti :n/ 'fig' 
/kita:b/ 'book*, /?uramaha:t/ 'mothersl It also occurs in 
gemraination as in /?ittefa:q/ 'agreement. 
4. American English phoneme /C/ 
This phoneme is not found in Arabic. Arabic speakers find 
difficulty in its pronunciation and generally change it to /s/ 
/or/s/. Hionetically it is a voiceless pre palatal affricate. 
Occurs initially and finally as in 'cheek, child, watch, rich, 
catch, much etc. It enters into final clusters as in 'bench, 
belch, march etc. 
5. American English and Arabic /5/. In A.S. /5/ is phonetically 
described as a voiced alveo-palatal affricate consonant. It 
starts with a sound similar to /d/ and moves through a sound 
rather similar to /z/ for this phoneme. It occurs initially, 
as in 'gem, joy, gin, judge, jolly etc., and medially enters 
into clusters with /n/,/1/ and /r/ as in strange, bulge and 
larage. It does not cluster initially. 
The Arabic phoneme /J/ is phonetically a voiced palatal 
africate occurs initially, medially and finally and also in 
geiminination as in /Jabal/ 'mountain', /ajnabi/ 'foreigner', 
/daja:j/ 'hens' and /najja:r/ 'carpenter! 
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6. American English and Arabic A/-
The phoneme /k/ is phonetically same in both English 
and Arabic and de^ribed as voiceless velar stop consonant. 
But there is a difference in its distrxbution in English 
and Arabic. In English it is aspirated initially as in k^owt 
*coat'. Arabic speakers pronounce it without aspiration and 
need to be taught to pronounce it with aspiration initially. 
It aiso occurs medially and finally as in 'bucket, reckon, 
rock, talk*. 
It enters into cluster with /-s/ preceding as in 'sky, 
school, screen etc. Finally A / can follow /n/,/1/ and /r/ 
as in 'sink, milk, and dark'. Final and medial clusters of A / 
are words like ' ask, fox, fact, action. 
The Arabic A / phoneme is similar to English A / phonetically/ 
that is it is also a voiceless, velar stop consonant. It occurs 
in all position and also in gemmination in such Arabic words 
as Aita:b/ • book' a/sukran/ 'thanks' /sak/ 'doubt' /makka/ 
' the city Mecca' • 
7, American English phoneme /g/ 
This phoneme is not present in Arabic. Phonetically it is 
a voiced, vealr, stop consonant and counterpart of A/» Arabic 
speakers learning English need special practice to pronounce 
this sound. It occurs initially as in 'gate, give, good, finally 
as in 'egg, dog etc. Initial /g/ can be followed by /1/,/r/,/ 
as in 'glad, great, grand, i^dial cluster consisting of /g/ are 
many. A few examples are 'finger, hungry, language, pilgrim, 
figure, signal, argue etc. 
8. The Arabic / q / r j oj 
This phoneme is not found in English. It is phonetically 
a voiceless U vular stop consonant. English speakers learning 
Arabic find it very difficult and mispronunce it. H .A .Gleason 
has made a very interesting observation of the Arabic speakers 
learning English and English speakers learning Arabic with 
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reference to the phoneme /q/. Since this phoneme occurs 
in Arabic, an Arab making an analysis of English may 
over - differenciate and write " k and q for /k/. On 
the other hand an Jinglish speaker attempting to analyse 
Arabic may under - differenciate and write k for both 
9 
A / and /q/ . 
Arabic / q / occurs i n i t i a l l y , medially, f inally and also 
in gernmination as in Arabic words l ike /qalani/ 'pen' , 
/ ?aqa : r ib / ' r e l a t ives ' /SU:q/ 'market', /baqqa:l / 'grocer' 
/naqqa:s/ 'pa in ter ' • 
9. Arabic phoneme /?/ 
This is phonetically a voiceless glottal stop. In Arabic 
alphabet it is known as "hamza". It occurs before a vowel 
initially and medially e.g, /?anta/ 'you', / mu?anna9/ 'feminine. 
In American English it is not a phoneme. According to Hans 
Kurath 'the glottal stop ^ ?j is not unknown in English, but 
it is not a nonnal phoneme. It appears in th^e negating 
interjections ?ira ?m ats ?n ?n, ?/v. ? ^  and the affirming 
?irihm as a prosodic on set of over stressed initial vowels 
as in 'always, absolutely, oh, ah' and occasionally as an 
allophone of medial /t/ as in bottle, button, saturx^ ay' 
10. American English phonemes /m/,/n/ and /JJ/ : 
/m/ is phonetically bilabial nasal, occurs initially, 
medially and finally as in man, meat, camel, common, arm, 
storm, etc. It enters into asmall number of clusters. Initially 
it can follow /s/ as in 'smell, small, smoke and can be followed 
toy /y/ as in 'mew, rauler; finally it can preced /p/ as in 
•lamp, hamp and follow /l,r/ as in 'elm, helm, arm, storm, 
medially it can be followed by /p,b, 6#f*2/ as in 'sim-ple, 
timber, arithmatic, c^ amphor, clumsy. 
/n/ is an alveolar nasal occurs in all positions as in 
•net, night, inner, panel, fine, fan'. 
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I t occurs in the i n i t i a l c luster / s n / as in 'snake, 
snow and /ny/ as in 'new*. Finally i t can be followed by 
/ t , d, c, g/ as in 'h int , bend, find, bench, cringe or follow 
/ r / as in 'horn, born' , Jfedially i t can be followed by / t , d / 
as in 'winter, enter, under, sender ' . Other medial and final 
clusters are: 'mention, censure, panther, dance, sense, 
bronze, dignity, recognize, laudry ' , 
11, Arabic phonemes /m/ and / n / , 
Arabic /m/ i s also a b i labia l nasal, occurs in a l l 
positions as in /rasru:r/ 'happy', /rna:?/ 'water ' , /mxxmkin/ 
•possible, /qalam/ ' penc i l ' , l-fedial clusters with /m/ are: 
/Xamsi:n/ ' f i f t y ' ,,_ 
/?irara?tun/ 'a woman', /i$man/ *two s ins ' 
/muharamad/ • proper name, etc. 
Arabic /n/ is a dental nasal, occurs in all positions as in 
/na:r/ 'fits', / nida:?/ 'call', /inina :r/ 'minaret', /ibn/ 'son', 
/maxzan/ 'store', /kunna/ ' we were'. 
For Arabic speakers or English speakers, the nasal phonemes 
/m/,/n/ create no difficulty as they are found in both the 
languages. 
12 i::nglish Phoneme /^ / 
This is a velar nasal and not found in Arabic. Arabic 
speakers have to leam its pronunciation by placing the ha.dk 
of the tongue against the roof of the mouth and lowering the 
velum, so ti^ at the breath escapes through the nose. This 
phoneme occurs only at the end of morphemes as in 'sing, king, 
tongue, singer, and before /g,k/ as in 'finger, English, angry, 
thank, uncle. In popular speech the suffix of 'laughing, 
meeting' is frequently pronounced /-^V* In 'length, strength, 
some speakers substitute /n/ for /*//, others have the cluster 
/ 13 k/^ 
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la. English and Arabic phoneme / 
Phonetically / 9"/ ^ s dental or interdental voiceless 
fricative to be more precise in English and Arabic. It is 
a common phoneme. Occurs in English only initially and finally 
as in 'thank, thin, thumb etc., and • both, south, north, 
earth,' It enters into such English initial clusters as 
'three , throw' and final clusters as in 'health, length, 
fifth, width', medially it occurs between vowels as in 'mathe-
matics, method, catholic, sympathy etc. 
In some morpheme /Q/ alternates with its voiced counter-
part / ^ / as in 'bath bathe, beath breath, cloth clothe, 
path path-s 1 -o 7./, worth worthy, north northern, south 
southern. 
The Arabic / { / / is phonetically voiceless interdental 
fricative occurs in all positions as in /ga:liu/# 'third', 
/©alaPa/ 'three* /^ulufl/ 'one-third. 
Clusters are / tam5i:l/ ' acting', /?i9na:n/ 'two', 
/?i0ba:t/ 'affirmation'. 
14, English and Arabic phoneme /^/ This phoneme in English 
is the voiced counterpart of /V/t occurs initially, medially 
and finally as in 'the, that, those, then, thus, there, though, 
bathe, breathe, clothe, clothes, without, whither, weather, 
mother, brother, father, worthy, leather. 
The Arabic / is interdental voiced fricative. Occurs initially 
medially and finally as in ahab/ 'gold', / ya9 hab/. 'he goes', 
/i^<y 'while', 
15. The English and Arabic / I) / 
The English and Arabic phoneme / ^ / Both English and 
Arabic have the phoneme /f/ which is phonetically a labio-
dental voiceless fricative consonant. In English /f/ occurs 
initially, medially and finally as in 'fan, fine, often, safe, 
suffer, life, roof, etc. Initial clusters of /f/ followed by 
/ l'r,y/ are 'flow,flourish, free, few, fume. I'tedial and final 
clusters of /f/ are with /m,l,r/ as in comfort, coraphour,sulphur. 
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laughter, self^ wolf, scarf. In some morphemes /f/ alternates 
with /v/ e.g. 
half halv-es/ calf calv-es, self selv-es, 
life liv-es, relief relieve, grief grieve, 
proof prove. 
In Arabic /f/ is equally distributed, that is, ife occurs 
in initial, medial and final positions and also in gemmination 
in words like /f i :1/ 'elephaoit*, /farq/ 'difference' 
/?ifla:s/ 'poveirty'/ tuffahun/ 'apples' /sayf/ 'sword'. 
16. The English phoneme /v/ 
It is a voiced labio-dental fricative and occurs initially, 
medially and finally as in 'vo^e, vigor, voice, oven, seven, 
ever, grove, drive, live, love, have' etc. 
In some morphemes /v/ alternates with /b/,/p/,/u/ as 
in 'weave, web, deceive de-cep-tion, solve solution -
receive receipt'. 
/v/ is absent in Arabic phonology. 
17. English and Arabic phonemes /s/ and /z/. 
Both English and Arabic have the phonemes /s/ and /z/ 
which are phonetically alveolar voiceless fricative in American 
English and dental voiceless fricative in Arabic. Both /s/ 
and /z/ occurs initially, medially and finally in both the 
languages. Examples are: 
In English: 
oit, self, inside, sister, books, press, less*, 
/s/ clusters with /p,t,k,m,n,l, and w/ as in 'spot - stand, 
sky, smell, sneeze, slide, and sweet". 
/z/ occurs in v/ords like, 'Zoo, Zeal, dozen, prison, reason, 
rose, use, ease, and clusters with /b,g,n/ as in 'observe, 
exist, anxiety'. 
In Arabic /s/ occurs in such words as /sin/ 'tooth', 
/sama:?/ 'sky' j^^^^^^^X.* rasu:l/ 'messenger' /mada:ris/ 
•schools' /bas/ 'enough' /hassa/ 'felt'. 
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/z/ occurs in such Arabic words as /zur/ 's-isilt' /mizazh/ 
(jocking'fi/maxzan/ 'store', 
13- English and Arabic /S/ 
/S/ is a voiceless, palato-a Iveolar fricative. It 
occurs in all position as in 'ship, sheep, shine, issue, 
ocean, nation, push, finish, etc. Its clusters initially 
only with /r/ as in 'shrine, shrink' etc. 
Medially its clusters are few such as 'compulsion, 
mention, exortion. 
The Arabic /S/ is similar to English /?/ but phonetically 
it is palatal, occurs in all positions as in '/Sima:l/ 'north, 
/asja:r/ 'trees', /naqs/ 'print' (N) /masha:r/ 'famous', 
y 
/asra:fun/ 'nobles'. 
19. English phoneme /z/. 
It is not found in Arabic. Arabic speakers need to learn 
its pronunciation. Phonetically it is a palatal voiced frica-
tive. Occurs only medially, as in 'vision. Leisure, usual, 
visual'. 
20. The Arabic phoneme /x/ and /g/. ^ f X^ f ? [ ty I 
In English /x/ and /g/ are not found. Phonetically /x/ 
is a voiceless, velar, fricative and /g/ is voiced, velar, 
frifetive. Both occur initially, medially and finally in 
such Hrabic words as '/xad/^'cheek', /axi/ 'my-i brother, 
/axxiraV" ' eternal day, /mux/ - 'brain', /fax/ 'trap' /ax/ 
'brother', and /ga:r 'cave' /^agi:r/ 'small' /mugi:r/ 
* v« 
'attacker' /magrib/ 'west', /masgu:l/ 'busy', /Zoiiq/, crow', 
/fa:rig/ 'empty'. 
Native speakers of English learning Arabic must learn 
the pronunciation of these phonemes by practice. 
21. Arabic Phoneme /h/- fTy/ 
This phoneme is not found in English. 
It is phonetically a voiceless pharyngeal jfricative 
consonant. "/ h / differs from /h/ and has sharper friction 
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of an entirely different resonanee caused by the forced 
depression of the back of the tongue and the tightening 
of thetiiroat, the larynx being raised at the same time. 
The back of the tongue is as low as when the doctor presses 
12 it down with a spoonV 
In Arabic / h / occurs in all positions as in / hal / 
•solution' / sahra:?/ 'desert', (sg) / saha:ra:) 'deserts'. 
(pi) / _subh / 'inorning'. Native English speakers need 
special training to learn the pronunciation of this sound. 
22. Arabic Phoneme /1^/ 
This phoneme p(lso/not found in English. Ehonetically it 
is a voiced pharyngeal fricative " pronounced with more 
13 tightening of the throat and forcing up of the larynx'.' 
'learned man' / raa(lu:m/ ' known' /oamma:^]/ 'wax dealer' 
/sami6/ 'hearing'. 
23. English and Arabic / h /. 
Phonetically / h / is a glottal voiceless fricative. The 
sound h is soraetifflBs voiced in English between voiced sounds/ 
as in 'behind'. The vocal cords seperate a trifle for the h, 
but not enough to stop vibrating. 
But voiced h is not a distinctive sound in English. It is 
14 
a member of the voiceless / h / phoneme. 
24. Arabic Phonemes /t///i^'/§/'/^« ' 
American English lacks the Arabic phonemes 
/t/,/^/s/ and /d/ which are symbolized in Arabic as /)0/, jSpI 
/iff}/(jl respectively. These phonemes are typical to Arabic 
and are called " Smphatics", Tritton writes about /t/ and /z/ 
that in order to pronounce the 'firaphatics', the tip of the 
tongue is behind lower teeth, blade behind upper teeth touchihg 
gums. There is a depression or hollowing of the tongue just 
behind this and araising of the back of the tongue. The sides 
of the tongue make a sort of inverted lid for the upper jaw, 
overflowing the ba«3i teeth and just touching the inside cheeks. 
The back of the tongue is raised in the same v/ay for the other 
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tv;o ernphatics / s / and / ^ , /y = /^/ is phonetically 
a voiceless, emphatic velarised stop consonaat. It occurs 
in the beginning, middle and final position in a word and 
also in geramination as in / t a y r / 'bird', /ta:lib/ 
• student' /taya:r/ 'pilot' /saya:ti :n/ 'satans', /xaya:t/ 
'tailor', /batti;x/ 'watermelon'. 
/A/ = /]p / is phonetically a voiced, emphatic velarised 
stop consonant. It also occurs initially/ medially, finally 
and in gemmination as in such Arabic words as /^Im/ 'injustice' 
/Zuhr/ 'noon', /Ya^ar/ 'appear' (vb) /hsLtxid/ ' a proper name', 
/Yuji^ir/ 'show' (vb) 
/S/ = /LT/ is phonetically a VDiceless dental emphatic 
fricative. It occurs initially, medially, finally and in 
gemmination in such Arabic words as / S a b r/ ' 'patience, 
/sifir/ 'Zero', /_saffa:r/ 'whistler*, /Sufar/ 'whistled', 
/a^gar/ 'small, /ba^al/ 'onion' /Xa:j/ 'particular', 
/3t/ = /(f/ is phonetically a voiced dental emphatic fricative. 
It also occurs in all positions in such words as / Zid/ 
•opposite', / fa2a:?/ ' space', /fJj;^ f^ ;IBplWiil^ P/er' /muJttir/ 
•harmful", /qar^ 'debt'. 
All the above emphatic sounds of Arabic are problematic 
to native speakers of English learning Arabic as a second 
language. Much practice is needed to learn these sounds. 
25, English and Arabic phoneme /r/. 
It is a common phoneme between English and Arabic. 
Phonetically can be described as a voiced, retroflex alveolar 
continuant for English and in Arabic it is phonetically a 
voiced dental trill. In English /r/ occurs in all positions 
as in 'read, royal, road; between vowels, as in 'mirror, 
marry, borrow, sorry and morpheme - finally, when followed in 
the same word or utterance phrase by a vowel as in 'heari-ing 
car-ing, roar-ing and in 'tear up, fair offer, /r/ follows 
obstruents initially as in 'pray, broad, drini^ , tree, cry, 
great, fr^e, three, shrewed and medially as in 'April,rubric. 
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party, quad-rant, secret, .Africa. Medial /ry/ occurs as 
a variant of /ri/ in 'serious, curious, burial'. Finally 
and medially /r/ precedes most of the stop consonants as in 
•harp, heart, hard, torch, large, lark, scarf, hearth, farce, 
mars, harsh, harbour, mortar, orchard, sergeant, organ, 
orphan, orthox, northern, marshal, /r/ aiio is followed by 
/m,n and 1/ as in 'chann, bam, ornament, garlic. 
"In some parts of the English speaking world, the 
weakening of Vrj led to its complete elimination from certain 
positions. Firt [_ r J dropped out of a limited number of words, 
chiefly before the ^iceless consonants as in 'bust, cuss 
(burst, curse) In some areas, notably New York city 
and the south, the added length of the vowel may be the sole 
factor that distinguishes, 'hard from 'hod', dark from 'dock' 
and 'harp from hop'. 
Dialects v/hich limit the use of [^r J regularly replace 
it with a weak allophone of in such words as 'fear, feared, 
fare, fares, poor, fire, and flour. 
The Arabic /r/ which is a voiced dental trill occurs in 
all the three positions as in /ruz/ 'rice', /raja^a/ 'returned 
/rukn/ 'corner', /Ziyarah/ 'visit, /hima:r/ 'donkey'/Tahraar/ 
'red'. Arabic /r/ has two allophones [[r J and f rl . The 
first one oCfi-i^ -Cs when followed by a vowel and the second 
v^en followed by a consonant as in such Arabic words as rabb 
Allah the Almighty', [_Xayrun J ' goodness and Qirta:s 
'paper ' TarkamJ 'corners'. 
26. The English and Arabic /I/. 
In English /I/ is a voiced lateral continuant. It has 
two allophones j^l[J and [ 1J . The fir st one occurs initially 
before vowels and between vowels as in 'little, look, love, 
large, clear, calling etc. The second allophone occurs in 
the word final position as in 'noble, little, shall, fill, 
curl, cold, fool, feel, field'. 
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After the aspirated voiceless stops /p,k/ , the /I/ nay be 
partially unvoiced as in 'please, clean'. In alv/ays, walnut, 
fall down, the /I/ is sometimes omitted in rapid speech, 
especially in parts of the American South. 
The phoneme /I/ occurs simply in all positions and 
freely enters into clusters with obstruents and resonants. 
It occurs initially J.n 'let, luck, lawn, lion, etc. Finally 
in 'fill, feel, fool, fail, etc., medially in 'yellow, belly, 
tulip, pilot etc. 
Initially it can follow obstruents as in 'plow, blue, 
claw, glad, flow, slow. Finally it precedes obstruents as 
in 'help, bulb, melt, wild, belch, bulge, milk, self, false; 
and nasals as in 'elm, kiln. It can follow /r/ in A fi 'marl. 
Snarl. jt>tedially /I/ can precede obstruents as in 'pulpit, 
moulder, soldier, sulphur, silver, ulcer, the /I/ is syllabic 
19 
unless preceded by / 5 / . The Arabic /I/ is phonetically a 
voiced alveolar lateral consonant. Like English it also has 
two allophones V i T ana \^1^ . 'i'he fornwr occurs in the 
word alla:h 'Allah' and the latter elsewhere in such 
words as /la/ 'no, not' /galam/ 'pen' /muskil/ 'difficult'. 
27. English and Arabic Semi-vowels /w,y/: , 
The English Semi-vowel /w/ is a labio-velar sound and has 
a double articulation. The lips are pursed and the bad<: of the 
tongue approaches the roof of the mouth, the position of the 
tongue varying with the following vowel. 
The vocal lips vibrate. 
After, aspirated /t,k/ as in 'twice, cjpaite the /w/ is 
partially unvoiced. The American English /hw/ as in 'white' 
is sometimes pronounced as a voiceless \|wl , but voicing 
usually states before the following vowels is articulated. 
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/w/ occurs only before vowels as in wit, wet, v/ant, won, 
wood, way, word, war, woo, wife, wound, and preceded by 
a consonant as in 't\irin, dwell, queen, square, swan, equal, 
language, etc* 
Arabic /w/ is phonetically a labio-velar sound like 
English. Occurs initially, medially and finally as in 
/wahid/ 'one' /dawa :t/ 'inkpot' /wa/ 'and' /sav/a :h/ 'wanderer' 
/sahw/ 'mistake'. 
English /y/ is palatal semi-vowel. After /p,t,k/ is 
21 
partly or fully unvoiced. It occurs freely in initial 
position and medial clusters, rarely between vowels and 
never finally. 
Examples are: 
'yet, yellow, youngs yard, youth', in clusters it is 
followed by /u/ and unstressed / 9/ as in 'beauty, tune, stew, 
dew, cube, fev/, view, new, huge, value' etc. 
Arabic /y/ is also a palatal semi-vowel. Occurs initially 
and medially as in /yad/ 'hand', /xayya:t/ 'tailor', 
/Ziya:rah/ 'visit'. 
OOMPARiSON OF THE-.VOWEL PHONEMES 
English has nine vowels and Arabic has six vowels. But 
only four vowels are common and the others different. Let us 
first take the comnion vowels. 
1. English and Arabic cornraon vowel /i/: 
This is a high front unrounded vov/el in both English and 
Arabic and occurs in English words like 'in, pin, wish, dinner, 
sit' 8tc. and nrabic words /min/ 'from' /,bin/ 'son' etc. 
2. English and Arabic common vowel /u/: 
It is a high back rounded vowel occurs in English words like 
'world, good, look, bush, put, full and Arabic words 
/?umm/ 'mother' /muskil/ 'difficult'. 
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3. English and Arabic common vowel /9=a/. 
This is a central short vowel with neutral lip shape. 
It occurs initially and medially only in English and Arabic 
such as 'up, above, upper, under' and /?ard/ 'earth* /?anta"/ 
'you' (sg.ra.) respectively. 
4. English and Arabic common vowel / a •= a:/: 
It is a low tack unrounded long vov/el. In English it occurs 
in woards like 'card/ heart, form, hard etc, and in Arabic 
it occurs in such words as /Jama:!/ 'beauty' /2a:?i-C/ 'visitor' 
/sawa:h / 'wanderer' /su?a :1/ 'question'. 
5. The English vov;el /e/. 
This is not found in Arabic. It is a mid front vowel. 
It occurs in English words like 'bed, bet, bread' etc. 
It constitutes the diphthong / ey/ which is very common 
in American English occurs in words like /meyk/ 'make' /seyl/ 
'sale' etc. Arabic speakers le§2n:iing English have to practise 
this sound as it is strange to them, 
6. The English vowel / 32. /. 
This is a vowel which is difficult for the native 
speakers of Arabic as it is absent in Arabic. Phonetically 
it has bean described as the high-low front vowel occurs in 
such words as 'man, cat, happy, etc. 
7. English vowel /P /• 
This is another English vowel not found in Arabic. 
Phonetically it is a high low-back vowel. Need practice for 
pronunciation by Arabic speakers. Occurs in words like 'college, 
caught, all, author etc. 
8. English vowel / o / . 
It is a raid back vov;el absent in Arabic v;ords having 
this vowel are 'boot, go, toe, coat' etc. Not very difficult, 
can be learnt with little practice. 
9. English vov^ rel /u/ and diphthong /uw/. 
Although Arabic has the /u/ phoneme but in English when 
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it is lengthened it becomes a diphthongs. It occurs in such 
words as 'suit, roof, soon etc. From the above comparison 
and contrastive study of the Arabic and English segmental 
phonemes/ it is clear that the phonological system of the 
two languages, inspite of a few common vowel and consonant 
phonemes is different from the point of the allophonic 
variations/ of the different phonemes and their distribution. 
In the present study a detail analysis of the phonolo-
gies of the two languages has not been attempted. However/ 
the main points in the context of this study ha.ue beeai 
discussed. 
The two languages are not only structurally different 
but also have their own way of the function of the phonemes. 
Functionally cdrtain phonemes have limitation as to their 
occuring in certain positions, as to their combining with 
other phonemes to form clusters and syllable patterning. 
For the foreign language learners who want to master the 
pronunciation and speak correctly knowledge of the behaviour 
of the phonemes of the language concerned is very essential. 
The findings presented in the present study, it is hoped, will 
make useful contributions to Arabic speakers as well as 
iinglish speakers. But here the main conce.m in this study 
has been to focus on such areas wiiich are Relevant to Iraqi 
Arab students learning English as a foreign language. Further 
research in this subject will explore many more facts and 
suggest means and methods to help the foreign language 
learners to avoid errors in pronunciation and other such 
difficulties. 
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SUI#1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
This disertation entitled "CONTRASTIVE AI-IALYSIS OF THE 
SEGMEI^ JTAL PHONEMES OF ARABIC AI^JD ENGLISH", is based on Five 
Chapters, Chpter one is an introduction in which the impor-
tance of Contrastive linguistics is discussed in brief and 
the significance of General American English and Standard 
Arabic in the present day wc, 13. has been pointed out. As these 
two important languages of the woiild have many varieties only 
that variety of each language has been selected v/hich is widely 
used in government administration, education and other import-
ant situations. A map of the Arabic would is given to show tie 
A 
areas where standard Arabic is in use and which has a high 
degree of uniformity and functions as the Sfficial standard 
language in all Arabic Countries. 
Similarly the significance of General American English 
which is used as the standard variety almost allover the United 
States of America in government administration, education, 
literature has been discussed. Reference to data sources from 
which the material and information for analyses of the sounds 
of English and Arabic has also been made. Then follows a note 
on the scope and limitation of the present work. 
Chapter two deals with the segmental phonemes of English, 
The inventory shows that American English has the following 
phonemes: 
Consonants: / p t k b d g c 3 f O h v ' ' o 
s s z z l m n - x j w "V^  y / 
Coat**..404 
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Vowels: / i e 92. 4 "3 ^ !) o u / 
Contrasting pairs for the above phonemes have been given. 
Description and distribution of the English phonemes, syllabic 
pattern and phoneme clusters has been made. Figures and charts 
are presented as illustrations. Thus this chapter provides 
necessary information about the phonological system of American 
English. 
Chapter three is concerned with the analysis of the 
phonemes of Standard Arabic, The inventory gives us the follow-
ing phonemes of Arabic:-
Consonants: / t t k q ? b d d o f 0 s s s 
x h h ' a z , z < 2 6 m n r l w y / 
Vowels : ,/ i i: a a: u u: / 
Contrasts between various Arabic phonemes have been 
illustrated through minimal pairs. 
After this phonetic details about the above phonemes 
alongwith their distribution in different enviroriments have 
been pointed out. Arabic syllable patterns and consonant 
clusters have also been shown. This chapter like chapter two 
provides necessary information about the segmental phonemes 
of Standard Arabic. 
Chapter four is about the comparision of the segmental 
phonemes of American English and Standard Arabic. Chapter two 
and chapter three present separate analyses of English and 
Arabic and in chapter four the similarities and differences in 
sound systems of the tv/o languages have been dealt with. Each 
phoneme has been discussed separately. Phonetic details and 
functional distribution of the segmental phonemes of both tb# 
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languages along with examples have been provided.Certain 
phonemes which are absent in either of the languages and whidti 
are problematic for the foreign Language learners and which 
need particular attention of the foreign language teacher are 
mentioned such as the English phonemes / p c g v 2 ^ 3 2 . 0 / . 
These phonemes are strange to the native speakers of Arabic as 
they are not found in their language. While learning English 
the Arabic speakers find them difficult to pronounce t. ..n as 
the native speakers of English. 
They commit mistakes by mispron<auncing them. Similarly Ihe 
English speakers who wish to learn Arabic as a foreign language 
face difficulty in pronouncing certain Arabic Sounds which are 
absent in Eiiglish. Arabic sounds like q ? t _ d s z x h 
g £/ are not present in English. These phonemes are mispro-
nounced by Eiaglish speakers and English speakers are likely to 
make errors in the use of these sounds. This chapter gives a 
picture of the phonological contrast between the "two languages 
which are structurally different at the various linguistic levels. 
Since the present study is limited to the soimds of the two 
languages, nothing is said about the other levels. 
For the purpose of language learning the information based 
on the analyses as presented here is not enough. Further inves-
tigation and discussion is needed which will be taken up later. 
The work as it stands iS. j(step towards the goal^that is^ helping 
the language teacher as well as foreign language learners in 
making the process of language teaching easy and effective airl 
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learn the correct pronunciation of the sounds of the foreign 
language. 
The main aim of the contrastive study of American English 
and Standard Arabic as presented in the preceding chapters is 
an examination of the systematic differences and similarities 
that are found in these two languages at the phonological level. 
It is not claimed here that the present study takes into account 
all the details dealing v/ith this topic, this study is limited 
in scope. The analysis though not in detail provides information 
about the sounds of the two languages English and Arabic to 
enable further study and useful compai'ison. The results of the 
contrastive analysis of the structural comparison it is hoped 
will serve as a sound foundation for improved teaching of English 
in Iraq particularly and in other Arab countries v/here English 
is taught as a foreign language. 
As pointed out in chapter one, the first problem that 
confronts the student in his effort to acquaire aspeaking knov/-
ledge of a modern foreign language (English or any other language) 
is its pronunciation. Before he begins to learn any part of the 
grammeir or to assemble the most elementary vocabulary, he must be 
able to recognize the sounds of the language as uttered by native 
speakers and must be able to produce them themselves in such a 
v/ay that the natives will understand him. 
The contrastive analysis of English and Arabic sound systems 
axa as made here will benifit not only practical language teachers 
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but equally those interested in such Linguistic Studies, Such 
Studies have heen done with reference to such languages as 
English and Italian, English and Spanish, English and German 
etc. This work adds to the series of such contrastive studies. 
Perhaps this work is the first of its kind done till now. 
Further work and research in this area will bring more infor-
raation and offer much more help to the foreign language teach-
ers as well as the foreign language learners of English and 
Arabic. 
The importance of this kind of analysis lies in the help 
it can give to advanced learners. The goal of foreign language 
teaching is sometimes thought, to be reached when the learner 
has achieved master^ of the structures of the second language. 
Since the contrastive analysis of the phonemes of English 
and Arabic as presented here has alimited Scope it dofls not 
deal with the higher levels of the two languages. 
In the frame work of the present study we can expect that 
this study v/ill be helpful in predicting and explaining the 
errors mad^ by the students while learning English on!' Arabic 
as a foreign language as the case may be. It will also help 
the language teacher in selecting or preparing materials for 
teaching English to Arab Students for whom English is a loreigr 
language and to English speakers who want to learn Arabic as 
a foreign language and master the sounds of the language and 
pronounce them correctly with out errors. 
The following conclusions can be dravm from the analyses 
presented in this study, 
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The phonological systems of English and Arabic differ v/ith 
each other in many respects. The comparison of the phonologies 
of the two languages reveals the fact that there are fev/ 
phonemes which are similar for both the languages, but inspite 
of being similar phonetically, they are functionally different. 
For example the phoneme / k / is common to both English and 
Arabic at the phonetic level. But pLionemically / k / functions 
in English and Arabic differently. The phoneme / k / is phone-
tically avoiceless velar stop consonant. From the point of viev/ 
of p^onemics the phonemjg; / k / in English and Arabic functions 
differently. In English / k / has an allophone \_ k^ which 
always occurs in the beginning of an English v/03fid. Arabic phoneme 
/ k / does not have such an allophone at all therefore in Arabic 
there is no f k**"j initially or any other position. V/e iaiow 
that the sounds of human language are more than Just sounds, 
V/hen they fxmction in alanguage and combined with other sounds 
they behave in adifferent way. In English / P , t , and k / 
are pronounced [p*^  , t*^  . and k*^ ] respectively when they occur 
initially in award. This is not the case in Arabic. Arabic has 
no / p / . It does-Jiave / t / and / k / but they occur v/ithout 
aspiration initially, medially and finally. The study made here 
reveals the fact th tt the Arabic speakers learning English as a 
foreign language are likely to make errors in using the / p ^  t 
and k / phonemes and pronounce them without aspiration in the 
beginning of English words. The mother tongue interference plays 
a significant role here. This error can be corrected easily 'oy 
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the foreign language teacher if he takes help from such 
contrastive studies. Oiv course the foreign language tfeacher 
should have a knowledge of the fundamentals of phonetics and 
phonemes. His training in these two important branches of 
linguistics will not only help him but also the language 
learners in many ways. Errors can be quickly detected and 
corrected. Thus i: much time and energy of both the teacher and 
the language learners can be saved. 
The results of this study can be of practical significance. 
The foreign language teacher can prepare materials for teach-
ing pronounciation in the form of drills that can be used in 
classroom situations. Teachers have only to spend time and take 
particular care on those sounds which are not similar and likely 
to create problems. Phonetic drills provide the students aware-
ness of the difficult sounds. 
For Arabic native speakers Ebglish soimds like the aspi-
rated allophones of / p , t and k /^ "the velar nasal, the 
voiceless affricate / c /, the voiced labio-dental / V / , 
the voiced palatal fricative / z / , need special practice. 
Among the vowels e, -32. , ^ etc. are not easy for Arabic 
Speaicers. Similarly certain Arabic phonemes like/? , q , 
g , h , ^ , t _ , z , s , d^/will prove to be difficult 
for English native speakers v^ hile learning Arabic. 
All such problems can be solved to a greaVextent by taking 
help from the contrastive analyses of the soimds of English 
and Arabic as attempted in this study. On the basis of the 
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information provided in these pages further projects dealing 
with areas not covered here Such as intonation can be taken up. 
The present study is not final study. In future it is hoped 
A- . 
that further research will explore those areas left untouched 
due to the paucity of time. 
_ ^ , ^ C . 3 - - - U ^ . ^ . ^ £ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•^ v:*o^> Aw,i.« 'j^><-1. u \>r. ':J^ j ^ j i i ; 
S\l^ 
PHO/VFTIC T R A W i c R l pXlOA/ 
^ a i - < c v . . L«.^<^ci ^ ^ z ^ t . &^L<cykw, >cc,>»s^i^»>.„..„ 
\n9 
t-b^--UL v,uw.ryat. w^L?/.t,-./ ,!: 
- vvx 
' -'aKc.,J_c,-, ^^„ y a i t X c c " ' ^"^"'' -'*'-'-•'^'^^-•'•^ 
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•XSK. 
The Moon Islands rt^amar Islands) 
The moon Is lands i s the name of a beau t i fu l coast 
which hide painful and b i t t e r Arab r e a l i t y , Ihe Arabs discovered 
the Moon Is lands , l ived there and got raultipliefl in them before 
tiiey l e f t them and forgot t h e i r of fspr ing there. : . - ;-. 
The perfume of sweet-, b a s i l , na rc i ssus and Jasmine conc-
eal s k i l l f u l l y the smell of poverty and suffer ing in which the 
people of the Moon Is lands l ived f ive hundred years have passed 
over them and they are l i v i n g in the shade of h i s t o r y away from 
l i g h t s , on four verdant . Is lands taking b i r t h and dying, in 
peace wiithout any one not ic ing them, Ihe :ffrench came to them 130 
years ago and occupied t h e i r lands without any d i f f i c u l t y . The 
Qamaciai<^voted th^ i se lves whole hear tedly to t h e i r r e l ig ion , customs 
and t r a d i t i o n s , p ro tec t ing them jea lous ly ( l i t /v i i th warmth) from 
every foreign in t rude r . Ihen the drums of l i b e r t y and independence 
:c were beaten the Qamaris woke up along with oppressed peoples, 
and achieved t h e i r freedom, and are on the verge of becoming 
completely i ndpenden t . 
^ ^ f V ^ V JV\^G-lfV2HNfc 
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